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Negation in Syntax: On the Nature of
Functional Categories and Projections*

ITZIARLAKA
(M.I.T.-Rochesrer)

1. The tense c-command condition

1.0. ~ntroduction

In this chapter, I explore certain syntactic phenomena induced by sentence nega
tion in Basque and English, and I attempt to provide a unified account of them, bas
ed on a universal requirement on functional heads. This requirement, which I will
refer to as the Tense C-command Condition; is stated in (1). It requires that all function
al heads in the clause that are propositional operators be c-commanded by the head
Tense at S-structure.

(1) TENSE C-COMMAND CONDITION

Tense must c-command at S-structure all propositional operators of the clause.
The TCC is not a requirement on sentence negation only, but on the dominance

relations holding between Tense and all other functional heads that operate on th~,

clause. In this chapter, however, I will present evidence for the TCC base4 solely on
sentence neg~tion. More specifically, I will argue that apparently unrelated syntactic
phenomena surfacing in sentence negation in languages like Basque, English and
modern Hebrew are directly induced by the TCC, given the different parametric set
tings of these languages.

A second point to be argued for will be that there is a parametric choice r'egar
ding the placement of Negation at D-structure. I will argue that Negation can be
generated TP (=IP)l internally or TP externally in different languages. Ultimately,
then, I am claiming that (at least some) functional heads may vary in their selec
tional properties across languages.

* This article constitues a unmodified version of first and second chapters of my PhD thesis (M.I.T.
1990). A revised version of 3th chapter,is to be published in]. A. Lakarra &J. Ortiz de Urbina (eds.), Syntax
Theory & Basque Syntax, Publications of ASJU 22, Donostia (in press). I would like to thank N. Chomsky,
K. Hale, M. Halle, J. Harris, I. Heim, J. Higginbotham, H. Lasnik, R. Larson, W. O'Neill, D. Pesetsky,
D. Steriade, E. Torrego, J. Uriagere~ for crucial help and inspiration. Also to A. Mahajan, L. Cheng, H. De
mirdash, K. Sloan, the students in the department, the Basque coll~gues A. Eguzkitza, X. Orma2abal, J. Or
tiz de Urbina, B. Oyhar~abal, M. Uribe-Etxeberria,]. 1. Hualde and X. Artiagoitia and the professors and
fdens at the University of the Basque Country.

(I) I will identify TP (Tense P~rase) with IP (Inflectional Phrase), following Pollock (1989). Distinctions
between IP and TP will be made only when relevant in the discussion.

{ASJU, 1991. XXV-I, 065-136]
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In particular, I claim that whereas in languages like English negation is gener
ated below TP (as in Pollock 1987 and Chomsky 1989), there are languages like
Basque where negation is generated above .TP. This is schematized in (2):

(2) ENGLISH.

TP .. '.'
.~ ..

NEGP "

~

BASQUE

NEGP

~0
/vp~

Given phrase structures like (2), Grammars rely solely on Uq- operations to arrive
at the unique solution (1) imposed on them by UG. If this approach is correct,_ t~e

only place where there is room for language variation is in the inherent properties of
functional items, which will differ in their selectional properties in such a way as to
generate different functional structures.

The material presented in this chapter, hence, strongly supports the view of param- ,
etrization put forward by Chomsky (1989) and references therein: parameters are re- .
duced to the non-substantive part of the lexicon.

Based on these two premises, the Tense C-command Condition and the param
etric choice given in (2), negation-induced phenomena in English and Basque are ex
plained rather simply; given parametric differences independent of negation.

.I will first present an analysis of Basque sentence negation, where the TCC forces
movement of Infl to Neg, thus inducing the cdislocated' word order characteristic of
negative sentences in this language. Evidence from deletion and Nega~ive Polarity
Items will be presented, suporting the claim that NegP dominates TP in Basque,
unlike in English or French, (Pollock 1989). Next, I will discuss the asymmetry bet
ween main and embedded sentence negatIon in Basque. This asymmetry will be
shown to involve movement to the head Comp in embedd~dsentences.

I will then turn to English and argue that the Tense C-command Condition pro
vides a more satisfactory explanation for do support than previous analyses in the lit
erature, particularly those of Pollock (1989) and Chomsky (1989). I 'will first show
how these analysis fail to account for the phenomena of do support, and I will then
present the alternative analysis in terms of the TCC.

The case of sentence negation in Southern Romance and the distributio~of neg
ative morphemes in Modern Hebrew will also be discussed, and their relevance for
the TeC hypothesis will be shown. Finally, I will discuss the nature of the TCC as a
const'raint on syo.tactic representations.

1.1 . Preliminaries: on Basque grammar.

Before discussing the data from Basque sentence negation, I will consider some
general properties of Basque, with particular reference to those that are particularly
relevant for our discussion.
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1.1.1. On Maximal Projections.

A. Case Marking.

Basque has an ergative case marking system. Descriptively speaking, 'this means
that subjects of one-argument verbs and objects of two..:.arg~e;niverbs: share absolu
tive case, whereas transitive subjects display ergative case marking. All arguments
that are complements of the verb at D-structure surface with absohltive- case, whe
reas those arguments that are subjects already at D-StroctUre"'displ~y ergative case
marking2

•

Hence, subjects of unnacusative verbs like etorri 'arri,ve' or erori 'fall' ,have absolu
tive case, like the objects of transitives like ikusi 'see) or jan ,'eat'. Th~ ,subject qf in
transitive verbs like hitz egin 'speak' or 10 egin 'sleep' shares ergative case wjth transi-.
tive subjects in Basque. This Case-marking system is illustrated in (3):

(3) a. Ume-a etorri da b. Ume-a~k sagarr-a jan du
Kid-the arrived has Kid-the-E apple-the eaten has
'The kid has arrived' 'The ki4 has eaten the ,apple)

c. Ume-a-k hitz ~gin du
Kid-the-E word make has
'The kid has spoken'

(3a) illustrates the unnacusative verb etorri 'arrive', the subject of which haS abso~

lutive case; (3b) shows the transitive verb jan 'eat', which marks the subject with er
gative case (E), and the object with absolutive case3• Finally (3d) is an example of an
int~ansitive verb, hitz egin 'speak', whose subject is again marke~ with ergative case4

•

It is well known that most languages morphologically marking ergativity do not
display syntactic ergativity, in that syntactic processe~ or properties that make refer
ence to 'subjects) or their structural correlates apply to the same set of arguments as
in accusative languages (Cf. Anderson 1976, Levin 1983 and Ortiz de Urbina' 1989)
have argued convincingly that Basque is not syntactically ergative. Unlike languages
like Warlpiri (Hale 1981, 1983) where arguments are marked in an ergative pattern
but agreement markers follow an accusative system, Basque consistenly shows erga
tive morphology both on overt arguments and the agreement system. '

B. Agreement and Word Order.

There are three grammatical ,cases: Ergative, Dative.. ~nd Absolutive.. They are
marked on the arguments by the following'morpherries: -k for the ergative, -(r)i for
the dative and zero for the absolutive. The empty category pro is licensed 'in all three
verbal arguments (Salaburu 1986, Ortiz de Urbina 1989), plausibly in relation to

(2) For a detailed discussion of ergativity, unaccusativity and case marking in Basque, see'Levin (983)
Ortiz de Urbina (1989), and Oyhar~abal (990).

(3) For a recent account of Case in Basque where absolutive is not taken to be a single case but rather two
different cases (nominative in (3a) and accusative in (3b», see Oyhar~abal (1990)..

(,i) Uribe-Etxebarria (1989) presents a detailed discussion and analysis of intransitive verbs in Basque,
deriving them from transitive structures that undergo noun incorporation.
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b. pro pro pro eman dizkidate
give aux(3plA-1D-3pIE)

'They gave them to' me'

the fact that Basque Inflection (henceforth Infl) shows agreement with all of them:
ergative, absolutive and dative, as illustrated in (4)5:

. ,.(4) - a. IruJ;le-k Ibon-i etxe-a eman diQ
,Irune'-E Ibon-D house-the given has(3A-3D-3E)
'Irune gave the house to Ibon'

,b. pro pro pro eman dio
_ ; given aux(3A-3D-3E)

's/he gave it to her/him'

It is the agreement morphemes encoded in the auxiliary verb which identify the
empty pronominals; thus, a change in the morphemes of the auxiliary will convey a
different meaning:

(5) a. pro pro pro eman diguzu
give a~(3A-1pl-2E)

'You gave it to us'

Following Uriagereka (1986) and Laka & Uriagereka (1987)~ I will assume that it
is the licensing of pro in these positions what makes it possible to generate left or
right dislocated arguments, parallel to the way in which Romance languages that
license pro in the Specifier of IP can right or left dislocate the subject. I will assume
that the 'free word order' displayed by Basque~ is in fact a consequence of these mul
tiple dislocations. Thus, consider the following sentences (6), and compare them to
those in (1):

(6) a. [IP proi proj prok enian dio] Iruneki Iboni j etxeak
b. [IP proi proj prok eman diol etxeak Ibonij Iruneki
c. etxeak Ibonij [IP lrunekproj prok eman dio]
d. [IP proi Iboni prok eman dio] etxeak lruneki

The examples in (6) show only some of the possible combinations. In fact, all.
arguments can be combined freely among themselves, as well as with pro-dropped
arguments, multiplying the number of possible sentences. The order variations are
not semantically identical; for instance,' the preverbal argument can be interpreted as
focus under the right intonation pattern, and the right dislocated constituents are
interpreted as topics (Altube 1929, Mitxelena 1981, Ortiz de Urbina 1989)6.

Given the freedom displayed by maximal projections in Basque, arguments for
clause structure and dominance relations cannot be straightforwardly based on the
surface order of the verbal arguments. Rather, the relevant eviden~e must be drawn
from processes or phenomena that exhibit ordering constraints. ,

(5) The conventions for the glosses are: E=ergative case; D=dative case; Absolutive agreement is only
glossed in the auxiliary verb; its marker is empty in the arg,um~nt. Agreement elements in the auxiliary verb
are encoded by a number for the person (1 =first person, 2=second person, etc...), followed by the case to
which it corresponds. -

(6) Subject inversion in Romance isn't semantically inert either. See Contreras (1976) for Spanish; Cala
brese (1985) for Italian, Raposo (1987) for Portuguese, and Bonet (1989) for Catalan.
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1.1.2. On heads: Verb, Aspect, Inflection.

Contrasting sharply with the freedom of order of verbal arguments, the verb and
Inflection have very strict ordering constraints in Basque. In declarative sentences,
the inflected auxiliary must follow the lexical verb:

(7) a. Etxea erori cia
house fallen has
'The house fell down~

b. *Etxea'da erori
house has fallen
('The house fell down)'

The first example, (7a), is a well formed declarative sentence, where the lexical
verb precedes the inflected auxiliary. (7b), however, is not a licit order in a declara
tive sentence; a sequence like the one in (7b) is only acceptable in emphatic senten
ces (see chapter 2, sections 2.0 and 2.3 for an account of this emphatic construction).

On top of this precedence requirement, there is also a strict adjacency require
ment: no constituent can intervene between the verb and the inflected auxiliary,7 as
illustrated in (8): ,"i'

(8) a. Etxea erori da
house-the fall-down has
'The house fell down'

b. *erori etxea da
fallen house-the has
('The house fell down')

Considering these data, it could be argued that verb raising to Infl takes place at
S-structure (as in Emonds 1976), thus yielding a single XO constituent.

I will not take this position for reasons that will become more clear when nega
tion facts are discussed below. Instead, I will argue that V does not raise to Infl. Un
der this view, then, the reason why no constituent may intervene between V and Infl
has to do with the impossibility of adjunction to VP (Mahajan 1990).

1.1.2.1. On Verb-raising.

Empirical evidence for the claim that there is no Verb raising to Infl in cases like
(7a) and (Sa) is found in a small set of verbs traditionally called synthetic, for which
the description given so far does not hold completely.

Whereas most verbs in Basque consist of a lexical verb marked for aspect and an
auxiliary that carries the inflectional morphology, as in (7a) and (8a), synthetic verbs
are inflected as a single unit, where both' the lexical verb and the inflectional mor
phology merge toghether.

(') The only elements that can intervene are certain modal.particles, which appear cliticized onto Infl:

(i) Ibonek hori esan omen zuen (ii) Ibonek hori esan ohi zuen
Ibon that said allegedly had Ibon that said use had
'Ibon had allegedly said that' 'Ibon used to say that'

Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina (1987), argue that these particles are generated in Infl itself.

\
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Thus, compare the verbal forms in (9): (9a) is a non-synthetic form, like the ones
we have seen in previous examples; (9b) is a synthetic form of the same verb ekar 'to
bring'S:

(9) a. ekarr-i na-u-zu b. na-kar-zu
bring-perf me-have-you me-bring-you
'You have brought me' 'You bring me'

The morphological difference between these two types of verbal forms cannot be
left to a late Phonetic Forms readjustment, because certain syntactic phenomena (like
negation, see section 2. in this chapter, or emphatics as shown in chapter 2) separate
the verb and the inflection in (9a), but never in (9b). Hence, the difference illustrat
ed in (9) is syntactic in nature, because syntactic phenomena are sensitive to it.

1.1..~.2 The' Aspec~Projection.

The contrast between synthetic (9-b) versus non-synthetic (9a) verbal forms is
very simply accounted for if we assume th,at Verb raising to Infl has taken place at S
structure in (9b), but not in (9a). Hence, the different morphological shape of syn
thetic verbs as opposed to non-synthetic ones is the result of raising versus non-ras
ing of the Verb to Infl.

The crucial factor determining when a verb of the synthetic class raises to Infl is
the aspectual morphology. A verb of the synthetic class will display a synthetic form
only when aspect is non-perfective and non-habitual. Perfective and habitual forms
show an overt aspect marker attached to the lexical verb (9a); synthetic forms have a
punctual aspect meahing, but no overt aspect marker (9b). Thus, the generalization
is that an overt aspect· marker prevents raising of the verb to Infl. If no overt aspect
marker is present, the :vetb will raise to Infl9•

(8) In the history of the language, the number of synthetic verbs and the usage of the synthetic forms has
been declining significantly in favor of periphrastic forms. Thus, from approximately 60 verbs that were in
flected synthetically in the XVI century (Lafon' 1943), the grammar of Euskaltzaindia (1987) lists only 24.
There does not seem to be any semantic or syntactic property that determines what verbs belong in the syn
thetic class; rather, this looks like a lexical idiosyncracy. For the benefit of the interested reader, the verbs no
wadays subject to synthetic inflection are the following: egon stay, etorri come, ibili walk, joan go, atxeki hold,
mon drip, etzaiz lie, jarraiki follow, eduki have, ekarri bring, erabili use, eraman bring, eroan take, jakin know,
entzun hear" eritzi to seem ,to x, erran say, ezagutu meet, ihardun engage, ikusi see, iraun last, irudi look like.

(9) In the case of modals, we find non~incorporated forms that do not display any overt aspect marker:
(i) ekar na-za -ke -zu

bring me-root-mod-you
'you can bring me'

There are also incorporated forms, (although they are quite literary and nearly archaic):
(ii) na-+K.AR+ -ke -zu

me-bring-mod.-you
4You can bring me'

Presumably, there are two ways to construct modals in modern Basque: one of them, the oldest one,
nearly gone from spoken language, is the one illustrated in (ii), where the verbal root raises to Infl; the other
one, more active in modern Basque, has an empty aspect marker preventing the verb from raising. This
hypothesis is supported by western dialects of Basque, where modals do display an overt perfective aspectual
marker on the verb:

(iii) ekarri-i n -ei -ke -zu
bring-perf me-root-mod-you
'you can bring me'
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These facts are accounted for ll:nder the hypothesis that Basque has an Aspect
Phrase, headed by the aspectual morpheme itself:

AspP

-------------VP asp

------V

nauzu

l'

-----------AsP INFL'
~

VP asp

" [ekarr] 1i
t1

1ft fl~f!:,:§¥n~hetic forms, the verb raises to aspect and the morphological unit
[Y~~P:=~P~§~J j§ €feated at S-structure; no futher raising to Infl takes place. This ac
c~qf:!!s. {Pt: fgrffi& ti~e (930) where the lexical verb and aspect are distinct from the in-

f\@~~~g f1~itjMf~

(ll)

~~f y~ ~~H~ f4~! Basque lexical verbs are bound morphemes that need to attach
to ~ p~~ py &.-=§fPH~fHrelO. In a case like (11), aspect is providing such a base. How
ever? if ~Q~~~P~ff !1e§fl is empty, as in (12), the verb sfll11acks a morphological base
after F~i§ing ig !!: 'THPs, the verb raises furth~r to Infl, generating a single inflected
unit jp th~--QY~F'f §fP~[p{:

I'

-----------AsP INFL
~ na[kar]lzu

VP t1
~

t1

Wh.~p.~Y~r t4.~f~ ~ a process involving the inflected auxiliary but not the lexical
verb, ~ .~ypm~fi~ fuFffi will show the same pattern as the auxilIary. This is expected
undef!pe ~~!y~,§ gj¥en above, since any syntactic process involving the head Infl
will f!ff~~~ ~g~J!y .in.flected auxiliaries and synthetic forms. In w.hat follows, then, it
shoulg p~ ~p~ i·~ mjnd that when I refer to the inflected auxiliary, synthetic verbs .
are al§9 ifl.ftH9~~f:

Tq!§ 3$p~~!W!J 1?f.ojec~ion is of course not particular to Basque; several indepen-
dent WPfk~ h~¥~ §l~imed the existence of an Aspect Phrase, based on different kinds
of eviB~JJ.~~ ffpID f! wide variety of languages. See, for instance Mailfredi (1988),
Chen~ (~~~~) f9f ~binese, Demirdache (1989) for Egiptian Arabic, Iatridou (1989)

. (l0) fpllpwin~ fpernRrphological filter in Lasnik (1981): ·A morphologically realized affix must be real
ized as a sYP.t~cfi~ g~)3~p4~nt at Surface structure: See also Chomsky (1989), where do support in interroga
tives is e~l~p.~4 9Y rhe fequirement that the affix Q in Camp be ·completed' in overt syntax by XO raising.
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for English and French, Ihionu (1989) for Igbo and Hendrick (1990) for Irish and
Breton. See also Laka 1991 for an AspP in Spanish, which accounts for the auxiliary
participle forms as opposed to the inflected forms lacking auxiliary verbs.

1.2. Basque sentence negation.

1.2.1. The Phenomenon

The occurrence of the sentence negation ez 'not' induces radical changes in the
surface order of the sentence in Basque. First, the requirement that the verb precede
the inflected auxiliary (7a) is reversed. In negative se.ntences, the inflected auxiliary
must precede the lexical verb, as shown in (13):

(13) a. *etxea erori ez da b. etxea ez da erori
house-the fallen no has house-the no has fallen
('The house didn't fall down') 'The house didn't fall down'

Furthermore, the adjacency requirement, by which· no constituent could inter
vene between V and Infl does no longer hold in negative sentences. The examples in
(14a) illustrates this point: the subject etxea is intervening between the auxiliary and
the verb.

(14) ez da etxea erori
no has house-the fallen
'The house didn't fall'

, In fact; any kind and number of constituents can intervene between the inflected
auxiliary and the verb when the sentence is negative, as illustrated in (15), where the
subject IrunekJ the dative argument Iboni and the direct object etxea all three appear
in between the auxiliary and the verb:

(15) ez dio Irunek Iboni etxea eman
no has Irune Ibon-to house-the given
'Irune hasn't given the house to Ibon'

The pattern that emerges in negative clauses is thus the exact opposite of the pat
tern followed by declarative clauses. In declarative clauses the verb must precede the
auxiliary; in negative clauses the' auxiliary must precede the verb. In declarative
clauses the verb and the auxiliary must be strictly adjacent; in negative clauses there
is no adjacency requirement at all, and any number of constituents can occur in bet
ween the auxiliary and the verb.

1.2.2. The Analysis.

Following recent work by Pollock (1989) on negation in English and French, I
will assume that ez 'not' ,in Basque is a head projecting a Negative Phrase (hence
forth NegP).

Unlike the unmarked case in this language, though, Neg is an initial head, ins
tead of final, and unlike French and English, where NegP is the complement of I,
Neg takes IP as a complement in Basque. That is to say, French and English have IP
internal negation, whereas Basque negation is external to IP. We will later see that
this different placement of negation has certain empirical consequences.
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A negative sentence in Basque is generated in D-structure as in (16):

73

(16) NegP

----------ez IP
~~

AP I
~

VP Asp
"-

V

In this configuration, Negation and Infl sit at the two opposite edges of the
Phrase Marker; however, as we have seen in previous examples, negation occurs at
tached to the left of the auxiliary. Hence, Negation and Infl must eventually merge
toghether, at some level of representation.

I claim that the merging of 1'1egation and Infl results from raising of Infl to N eg.
This movement satisfies the Head Movement Constraint (Travis 1984):

(17) Head Movement Constraint (HMC)
An XO may only move into the YO which properly governs it.

In the case under consideration, Infl is moving to the head immediately dominat
ing it; in this configuration, the trace (t) left behind is governed by its antecedent
(Baker 1988). In fact, it is a standard instance of head-to-head movement.

Let us assume, hence, that the merging of negation and the inflected auxiliary
takes place in the mapping from D-structure to S-structure by raising of Infl to the
Neg head. This movement results in the S-structure representation illustrated in
(18)11: '

t·1

(18) NegP

----------Neg[Infll i IP
~

r
~

AsP
~

vp, [VlvAsp

"-
t v

(11) Ifwe were to claim that Neg lowers onto Infl, the trace left at S-structure would satisfy the ECP at LF
provided, the head [Infl[Neg]] raises at LF, parallel to the way Tense raises in English after S-structwe affix
lowering onto the verb (Chomsky 1989). Under this hypothesis, however, a sentence where the lexical verb
precedes [Neg-Infl] should be grammatical; as illustrated in (9a), however, this is not the case. In order to
rule out (9a) we would have to postulate that the lowering of negation forces a further movement of the verb
somewhere to the right of Inf1. This hypothesis is problematic in that it is difficult to imagine why the low
ering of Negation would force the verb to move rightwards obligatorily. Moreover, the differences in deletion
and Negative Polarity Item licensing in sections 1.2.3. and 1.2.4. below would find no explanation.
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It is this head mov~ment that causes the dislocated patfern of negative sentences
illustrated in (13a) and (14), repeated here as (19a, b): .

(19) a. etxea ez da erori
house-th~ no has fallen
'The hou~~ hasn't fallen down'

b. ez da ~txea erori
no h~ hQuse-the fallen
'The hoys'? hasn't fallen down'

We can now account for this pattern: (19a, b) are both infl~ances of adjunction of
Infl to Neg, the only difference between the two sentenc@s b~ing the fact that the
former has a left dislQ(;ated argument (Cf. section 1.1.).

The S-structure r~presentation,of (19b) is given in (20):

(20) ., NegP

---------------Neg IP
ezda

1
~

etxea r
~

AsP t
1

~
.As discussed 'above, movement of Infl to Neg does not vigl~te any principle of,

the Grammar, and it gives the desired results in terms of th~ d~ta to be accounted
for. It therefore appears to be the right analysis of the phenom~pa12. Note though
that we haven't 'stablished yet whether this mov~ment takes pl~~ at S-strUcture, as
opposed to, say,' Phonetic Form; and, so far, rio explanation h3$ b~en provided as to
what in the Grammar induces a movement like this. The two m~in claims made in
this analysis are;

a) Neg is generated above IP in Basque
b) Infl ia forced to move to Neg by S-structure.

In the following sections, I will provide further evideq(;c in favor of. these two
claims. First~ I will argue for (a), based on comparative evid~n~~ from Deletion (sec
tion 1.2.3.) and Negative Polarity Item licensing (section 1~4~4), both in English
and Basque~ S@(:ondly, in section 1.2.5. I will argue that (b) i~ a ~U~ect result of the
Tense C-command Condition, a universal requirement,

1.2.3. Evid@nce from Deletion.

The first piece of independent evidence suporting the cl'llm rhFtt th~ f~l~tive posi
tion of the Negative Phrase with respect to Tense is differeft~ in. B~.qY# 3M English
comes· from deletion. The structure of Basque negative cla\l§~s PfQPOS~g b@f~ is rep-

(12) AlthoUBh it is orthographically separated from the inflected verb, the O~8~{hT~ ~l~m~n~ j§~' elitic on
the auxiliary, and it induces a series ofphonological changes in it (cf. Hualde 1988 ~nd ft.(ef:t~§ rlkerein).
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eated in (21a), whereas (21b) illustrates the structure of an· English negative clause
(Pollock 1989, Chomsky 1989):

(21) a. Basque b. English

~eg PIP
~ ~

Neg IP I NegP
~ ~

AP I Neg AP
According to (21), it should be possible to delete IP in Basque, leaving ~egP in

tact, but the same syntactic operation should be impo~sible in English, because
NegP is 'nested' in between IP (=TP) and Ap13.

The prediction, therefore, is that in a case of conjunction-induced deletion, where
one conjunct is declarative and the other one is negative, different results should ob
tain in Basque and English: in Basque, it should be pO$.sible to delete the IP and
leave only the NegP, which would not be recoverable; in English, though, this stra
tegy would not be available, because NegP is dominat€d by lP, and thus IP could
not be deleted without deleting with it the non-recoverable NegP. This prediction is
borne out.

A conjunction like the one just described has the following behaviour in English:
it is not possible to leave undeleted only those elements that are not recoverable (22):

(22) *Mary bought a book and Peter not

Rather, it is necessary to leave undeleted the suporting do as well, as in (23a):

(23) a. Mary bought a book and Peter didn't
b. Mary has bought a book and Peter hasn't

Similarly, auxiliary verbs (which do raise to Infl ancl thus do not trigger do sup
POY! (Emonds 1976) cannot be deleted, as shown in (23b). The paradigm in (23) there
fore illustrates the fact that IP cannot be deleted when s~ntence negation is not reco-
verable. .

Note that this phenomenon does not follow from somti Beneral condition that dis
allows adverbs from occuring by themselves in conjunctiQp. structures, nor from some
prohibition against deletion of Tense. Thus, it- is perfectly possible to have sentences
like (24): .

(24) Mary bought a book, and Peter too.

Where Inflection has been deleted14
• Now, if we tllfP. to Basque, we find. that the

exact correlate of (22) is perfectly grammatical, as shown in (25):

(B) AP here is used as a cover term for the projection 1Jpper IP/TP: Under the analysis of Basque presen
ted here'iAP stands for Aspect Phrase. However? unger PQUO~~ (1989) 1\.? ip. English stands for Agreement
Phrase, and under Chomsky (1989) it stands for Object Agreemen~ PQ.J:'~~~ What the name or nature of that
projection is will not affect, I believe, the conc1usipp. of this argument. I~ p.~ ~een argued that English AP is
actually an Aspect Phrase (Iatridou 1988. For ev4:1ep.ce that the AP in ~asq~~ ~~u1d not be any king of Agree~
ment Phrase, see Laka (1988) and Cheng & DemiJ."clash (1990). .

(,4) It is also possible to have: (i) Mary bough~ a book and Pe:t~r giq tQg .

Presumably, the adverb in (i) is modifying the proposition, but ip. the e~~ple in the text it only modi
fies the subject argument. As far as the point made in the text is c.oncerned, it is enough to show that there is
no prohibition against seleting Tense in English.
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(25)- Marik liburua erosi du eta Peruk ez
Mari book-the bought has and Peter no
'Mary has bought the book and Peter hasn't'

The sentence in (25) is not a case of constituent negation on the subject. That is,
it does not mean "Mary bought the book, not Peter". Constituent negation of the
subject would place the negative morpheme preceding the subject, not following
it15

•

The explanation of why English and Basque behave differently with respect to IP
deletion in these cases 'is straightforward under the proposal presented here: in En
glish, deletion of IP could not take place without deletion of NegP as well, under
the assumption that deletion cannot affect discontinuous chunks of the Phrase Mar
ker. However, nothing prevents deletion of IP in Basque in these cases, because
NegP is not dominated by lP, and thus it can be left intact after deleting the entire
IP.

Note finally that it cannot be argued that the English example in (22) is parallel
to the Basque case in (25). That is, it cannot be the case that the negative not in (22)
is the head of a NegP generated above TP. If this were the case, the not in (22)
should behave like a sentence negation, not like a constituent negation on the sub
ject. However, (22) is ungrammatical if the object a book is focalized (or alternatively,
it would mean that Mary did not buy a book but she bought Peter instead). In the
Basque example in (25), on the other hand, the object liburua can in fact be focalized
and the sentence is perfectly grammatical, meaning 'Mary bought A BOOK, Peter
didn't'. This contrast follows naturally from the fact that not is a constituent nega
tion attached to the subject, whereas (25) is truly a case of sentence negation, where
the negative element heads a NegP above TP.

1.2.4. Negative Polarity Item Licensing.

The second piece of evidence supporting the claim that NegP dominates IP in
Basque comes from Negative Polarity Item (NPI) licensing by negation. NPllicens
ing is an extensively studied topic, and I do not intend to consider it in its whole he
re. Rather, I will be concerned with NPI licensing by negation; to be more specific,
the cases to be discussed are those in which, as a result of a 'nearby' sentence nega
tion, the NPI is interpreted as no(x}16.

It is a well known fact that English displays a subject-object asymmetry with res
pect to NPI licensing, in that sentence negation does not license subject NPIs, but
it licenses object NPls:

(27) a. *Anybody didn't come b. Mary didn't see anything

These facts are accounted for by assuming that negation licenses -NPls under c
command at S-structure. Early works on the topic took essentially this position.

,Thus, Klima (1964) proposed a suppletion rule deriving NPls from underlying posi-

(is) The sentence would look like: (i) MARlK erosi du liburua, ez PERUK

Where both subjects are focalized. Constituent negation in Basque precedes the constituent it has scope over.
(i6) That is, cases like 'anybody could do that' or 'has anybody seen Mary?' where the NPI is not interpre-

ted as ~o[x] are not relevant to this discussion.
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tive counterparts, which applied to expressi.ons preceded and ,commanded by an
overt negation17

• In a configuration like the one proposed here for Basque (21a),
negation c-cornmands all arguments in IP. This correctly predicts that Basque will
allow NPIs in subject position, as illustrated in (27):

(27) a. Ez dio inork Iboni etxea eman b. Ez da inor etorri
no has anybody Ibon-to house-the given no has anybody come
'Nobody has given the house to Ibon' 'Nobody came'
(Lit: anybody hasn't given the' house to Ibon) (Lit: anybody didn't come)

The examples in (27a) and (27b) show ergative and absolutive subject NPIs res
pectively. In both cases negation licenses the Polarity Item; hence, the licensing has
nothing to do with the position of the arguments at D-structure18 The example in
(28) shows that these lexical items are indeed Negative Polarity Items: in this exam
ple inor is not" in the domain of a licenser, and thus the sentence is ungrammatical:

(28) *inor etorri da
anybody come has ..

That there is no adjacency requirement in the licensing is shown by the example
in (29), where the ergative subject intervenes 'between negation and the NPI:

(29) Ez dioi [JP Ibonek "inori etxea eman ti]
no has Ibon anybody-to house-the given
'Ibon hasn't given the house to anybody'

There are two cases of negation in English that have the same effects that Basque
sentence negation does, because they also c-command the whole IP at S-Structure.

The first case is the no way colloquial negation used in some registers and varie
ties of English19

• This kind of negation does indeed license subject NPls in English,
as (30) illustrates:

(30) No way anybody is gonna tell me what to do

(l7) Klima's rule applied if the item was 'in construction with' sentence negation. A constituent is 'in
construction with' another constituent if the former is dominated by the first branching node that dominates
the latter. The concept is thus the converse of the c-command notion.

(lS) In this respect, NPI lICensing differs from partitive case assignment. Partitive Case resembles NPIs in
that it requires a licenser:

(i) ez du etxerik erosi (ii) *etxerik erosi du
no has house-part bought house-part bought has
'she hasn't bought any house' (*she has bought any house)

(iii) etxerik erosi du? (iv) etx.erik erosiko balu
houSe-part bought has hoUse-part bought if-would
'Has she bought any house?' 'If she bought any house'

However, partitive differs form NPI licensing in that only D-structure objects can be assigned this case
(Levin 1983):

(v) ez da umerik etorti_ (vi) *ez du umerik hori egin
no has kid-part arrived no has kid-part this done
'No kid has arrived' ('No kid has done this')

This Case Theoretic restriction prevents partitive NPIs from appearing in place of ergative or dative
arguments, thus make them unsuitable to determine purely the scope of Neg.

(19) Thanks D. Pesetsky for bringing these facts to my attention.
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The negative adverb no way is in a presentential position, either adjoined to IP or
at some higher position. For the purposes of this argument it is enough that it be c
commanding IP at S-structure, which I take to be uncontroversial, given that it pre-
cedes the subject of the sentence. .

The second case is found in the phenomenon that !(.lima (1964) called "Neg-pre
posing": a negative constituent is fronted to sentence initial position, triggering
aux-inversion. In cases of "Neg-preposing" also, subject NPls are licensed in En
glish, just like in Basque. The first sentence of Gould's Wonderful Life illustrates this
fact:

(31) Not since the· Lord himself showed his stuff to Ezekiel in the valley of dry
bones had anyone brought such grace to the reconstruction of animals
from disarticulated skeletons.

Negative Polarity Item licensing data, then, provide further empirical support
for the analysis proposed: Negation is generated above IP in Basque. Moreover, it
does not lower to Infl at S-structure; instead, it stays in a position where it c-com
mands the external argument of IP.

1.2.5. The Tense C-command Condition.

The only main point in the analysis of Basque negation presented here that does
not have a principled explanation yet is why it is that Infl must raise to neg by S
structure. Notice that nothing in our Theory of Grammar would go wrong if nega
tion and Infl stayed separate also at S-Structure, as they are at D-structure.; The
question, hence, is what rules out an S-Structure like (32), where Neg and Inft stay
separate:

(32) *[NegP ez [IP Ibon etorri da]]
('Ibon hasn't arrived')

My claim will be that this S-structure representation does in fact violate a univer
sal constraint: the Tense C-command Condition, presented at the beggining of this
chapter.

Recent work on the nature of Inflection (Pollock 1989, Mahajan 1988, Ritter
1988, Laka 1988b among many others) indicates that what has standardly been as
sumed to be a unified syntactic category Infl is structurally more complex. In parti
cular, the works mentioned follow the idea in Polloc~ (1989) that Tense heads its
own syntactic projection.

In his analysis of English and French negation, Pollock (1989) suggests in a foot
note a universal requirement stating that negation must bec-commanded by Infl at
S-structure. I will take up this suggestion and make it more general: it is a broader
constraint on the syntactic relations that must hold within the inflectional complex,
which is constituted of as many· projections as inflectional elements there are.

Higginbotham (1985) argues that verbs include in their grid an event argument
(e) that must be saturated by the Infl head in the syntax. If the elements previously
grouped under the category Infl do indeed have a more articulated structure than it
has been assumed, one question that arises. concerns the saturation of the (e) pdsition
in the syntax. Since the label "Infl" may refer to more ~han one syntactic projection,
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the mechanism by which (e) is saturated m'ust be reviewed. There are two possibil
ities: On the one hand, if only otl€ of the inflectional heads is responsible for the 'sat
uration of (e), it must be determined which one it is. If the saturation is done by means
of percolation of the (e) positioh- up to last inflectional projection (similarly to the
way in which subject-roles percolate outside VP), it is ,necessary to spell out the me-
chanisms of this percolation. .

The position I want to take is that the role of Infl as the saturator of (e) in Hig
gimbotham (1985) and (1987) is done by Tense. T.he (e) ~rgumefit percolates up in
the inflectional structure up' to :TP, where it is saturated.

The Tense C-co~mand Condition can thus ~e thought of as the way,' to ensure.
that all inflectional ,elements that operate on a given clause are dominated by the'
element that saturates the event position of that clause. Thus the Tense C-command
Condition holds of all functional heads that operate on the proposition, and that
negation is just a particular case ..of this more general requirement2o•

Stating the condition in terms of Tense gives us a way of capturing the fact that
this element tends to be the highest functional head among ·the inflectional projec
tions, as well as for why modals, sentence negation and agreement markers occur gen
erally as structurally lower inflectional heads or as particles adjoined to Infl. Under
Pollock's Analysis of English and French negation, Tense is the highest inflectional
projection; the same is true in Mahajan's (1988) work on Hindi agreement and in
Ritter's (1988) work on Hebrew. Chomsky (1989)· claims (following Belleti 1988)
that subject Agr is projected higher than Tense. Nevertheless, he also assumes that·

.Tense raises to it by S-structure. Basque inflectional morphology also provides
strong evidence for Tense C-commanding all other inflectional heads (Laka 1988)21.

Let us now recall our analysis of Basque sentence negation under a condition like'
the TCC. In a configuration like the one proposed for Basque (13), the c-command
relation demanded by the TCC does not hold at D-structure, since the Neg is c
commanding IP. The only way in which ·Tns can c-command Neg at S-structure is
by adjoining to it, as in (14).

1.2.6. Negation in embedded sentences.

The: generalizations about Basque sentence negation presented in the previous
sections hold of matrix negative sentences, but' not of embedded ones. Thus, for
example, relative claUses' show the opposite' pattern· of (10), as illustrated in the follow
ing examples:

(33) a. [erori ez den] etxea- b. *[ez den erori] etxea
fallen no has-that house-the no has~that fallen house-the
"The house that didn't fall-down' ('The hquse that didp't fall')

In these examples, the lexical verb must precede the n~gated auxiliary (33a),
otherwise the sentence is ungrammatical (33b). This paradigm "is exactly the opposi-

eO) Evidence that the Tense C-command condition holds if heads that are ·not negation will b~ presented
in the second chapter of this work..

et) There is one functional head that doesntt appear to obey the TCC: the complementizer. I assume that
this head does not modify the event in Infl, but establishes 'a relation between that clause and some other
clause.
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te of matrix sentence negation, 'where the negated inflected auxiliary must precede
the lexical verb (9a,b).

Appart from the negation facts just illustrated, the only overt difference between
root and embedded clauses. is the occurrence of a Comp marker in the latter. The
Complementizer is a bound morpheme, and it occurs attached at the end of the in
flected auxiliary. It is then natural to assume that it is the head of Comp that is mak
ing the difference in embedded sentence negation.

I will argue that in embedded clauses the same processes discussed in the· pre
vious section take place, and that what makes root and embedded clauses diverge
with respect to negation is a further movement: the complex head [Neg-Infl] adjoins
to Comp in embedded clauses22

• The derivation is illustrated in (34) (ignoring X'
levels):

(34) CP

-------C'

--------------NegP C
~ [[Neg[Infl]JnComp]

to IP
~

l'
~

AsP ·t·
~ 1

Asp'

-----------VP Asp

\ .. [[V]v3SP]

Two succesive movements are involved in (34):
(i) as in root clauses, and for the same reasons as in main clauses (that is, to satisfy

the TCC), Infl raises to negation also .in embedded clauses.
- (ii) The head of C is filled by a bound morpheme that has to be attached to Infl

at S-structure-; therefore, the head [Neg-Infl.] further raises to Comp.
Note that this latter movement does not alter the S-structure scope properties of

the negation head, since from that position it still c-commands IP. That the scope of
negation is not altered in embedded. clauses is shown by the fact that Subject Polar
ity Items are also-licensed in embedded clauses:

(35) [inork . eman ez dion] etxea
anybody given no has-that house-the"
'The house that nobody gave him'
(Lit: the house that anybody didn't give him)

(l2) Not all embedded clauses behave alike with respect to negation. Some of them.may optiona).ly behave
like matrix clauses. See Laka (1988a) for more detailed discussion.
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Note that adjacency or precedence- requirements play -no role,. sin~e arguments
can intervene between the Polarity Item and Neg without affecting the Hc-ensing~~:_

(36) [Inork Iboni eman ez dion] etxea
anybody Ibon-to give no has-that house-the
'The house that nobody gave to Ibon'

Under this analysis, both surface morpheme ordering and negative polarity licen
sing are accounted for straightforwardly, asuming standard c-command relations and
head-movement. Thus; movement of the complex head [Neg-Infl]. to Comp yields
the surface order of negative embedded clauses illustrated in (33), and no further
stipulation is needed to account both for surface constituent ordering and NPI licen
sing.

1.2.7. A Further Note on Polarity Licensing by Neg~tion.

The subject NPl licensing test can be independently shown to be-crucial when
determining the position of negation and its S-structural relation with'the external
argument of IP.

Consider English sentence negation. Negation in English is generated inside'IP.
Under Pollock's analysis, for instance, it is a head projecting a NegP, complement of
I. Whatever the particular instantiation, negation is structurally lower than Inf!.
This accounts for the fact that NPls in the specifier of IP are not licensed by nega
tion (Cf. examples 15a, b).

However, if negation cliticizes onto Infl and moves along with it to Comp, it will
be placed in a position where it c-commands'the external argument of IP. Crucially,
it is precisely in these cases when subject NPIs are licensed by negation in English:

(37) a. Who doesn)t anybody like b. Who does anybody not like

In (37a), the question means 'Who is -the person such that nobody likes that per
son', whereas this interpretation is not possible in (37b). It could be argued that the
licensing of the Polarity Item in (37a) is due to the interrogative environment (pre
sumably the head of C or the operator in its Specifier), and that the interpretation of
anybody in conjunction with not is brought about independently, in Logical Form.
But this would fail to explain why this interpretation of anybody is not available in
(37b),"where the Polarity Item is licensed by the interrogative environment.

The only difference between the two examples is the placement of negation, there
fore it must be the fact that negation has moved (along with 1n£1) to Camp that ac
counts for the different interpretation. Note that if cliticization of Neg were to take
place at Phonetic Form, we would expect no difference in interpretation between
(37a) and (37b), given that this level of representation does not feed Logical Form. It
must then be the case that the different configuration of the scope of Neg is stablis-
hed at S-structure for the facts to obtain. '

(23) Ladusaw (1980) presents a scope principle for English where precedence is required, if licenser and
NPI are <;:lausemates. If we try to extend this scope principle to Basque, this precedende requirement is
problematic. Even if we change the precedence requirement to a 'followed by' requirement according to the
head parameter, the Basque case is still problematic, since both when preceded or when followed is the NPI
licensed) provided that c-command is met.
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There is a similar -case which does not involve interrogative environments but
displays the same effect. In a variety of Southern American English, modals may pre
cede the subject, as in the following examples24

:

(38) Can you do that
'You can do that'

When the modal sentence is negative, subject polarity items are licensed only if
negation cliticizes onto the modal, parallel to (37a). If negation does not cliticize,
the negative licensing does not take place. The contrast is illustrated in (39):

_(39)a. Can)t anybody do that b. Can anybody not do t.hat
'Nobody can do that'

The only available reading of (39b) is that of 'free choice' any, which is com
monly induced by modals. Let us assume that modals in this particular dialect of
English are placed in the head of Comp2S; the only way to bring about the different
interpretation between (39a) and (39b) is by assuming that Neg is also placed in the
head of Comp by S-structure. Thus, the pairs in (37) and (39) illustrate the relevance
of the interpretation of NPIs to determine S-structural relations; it also illustrates
minimally that an S-structure requirement crucially governs negative NPI licen
sing26

•

1.3. English sentence negation: do support.

1.3.0..Introduction.

The most obvious syntactic effect induced in English by ·sentence negation is
what is called do support: the insertion of a dummy auxiliary which supports the in
flectional morphemes, as illustrated in (40a, b):

(40) a. Mary didn't go b. *Mary not went

It is this phenomenon that I will focus on in this section. First, I will review two
recent analyses of English negation, namely those of Pollock (1989) and Chomsky
(1989). These two proposals diverge on the question of what it is that forces do jnser
tion in the presence of negation. Pollock (1989) attributes the phenomenon to the
quantificational, operator-like properties of Tense, while Chomsky (1988) argues·
that it results from the interaction of the Empty Category Principle ·(ECP) and the
Principle of Economy of Derivation.

I will discuss these accounts of do support and argue that both of them overgen
erate. I will then provide.an alternative account in which do support is argued to be a

(24) The following sentences need a certain context and a certain emphatic intonation which is not rel
evant for the purposes of this argument (p.c. ]im Harris and Ken Hale).

(25) For the purposes of this argument, it is not crucial that the mOOals be in the head of Comp; it is
enough that they be sitting in some place higher than the subject (if, for instance, one were to maintain that
the subject remains within the VP, in the spirit of Pesetsky 1989), whereas the modal sits in Infl.

(26) Linebarger (1987) claims that for an NPI to be licensed by negation it suffices that the NPI occurs in
the immediate scope of negation at LP. She assumes that negation raises at LF. Notice that in such a configur
ation the specifier of IP is in the immediate scope of negation; therefore, Linebarger (1987) predicts that an
NPI in the specifier of IP should be licensed in English.
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direct consequence of the Tense C-command Condition. Essentially, the argument .to.
be presented is as follows: given that there is no verb raising to Inflection in English,"
and given that: Tense is a bound morpheme, the Tense affix-hops onto the lexical
verb in cases like (41):

" (41) Mary left

When Neg is present, however, lowering of Tense would leave Neg not c-com::
manded. Insertion of the 'dummy' verb do is the strategy available in English to en
sure that the Tense C-command Condition is satisfied.

1.3.1. Pollock (1989).

Pollock (1989) explores and discusses extensively the properties of verb move
ment in English and French. His comparative analysis relies crucially on two subthe-.
ories of Universal Grammar: Theta Theory and Quantification Theory. Theta Theory
constrains verb :movement, whereas Quantification Theory makes it mandatory. It is
the tension between these two subtheories, Pollock argues, that induces a phenom
enon like do support in English. Let us review his argument in more detail.

Based on comparative data on adverb placement in EnglisQ. and,French, Emonds
(1976), (1978) concluded that French has an obligatory rule of Verb-Raising to Aux

.. (In£1), whereas in English this rule was restricted to auxiliary verbs Oackendoff
1972, Emonds 1976). The presence versus absence of this rule accounted for adverb
placement paradigms like (42), assuming that adverbs are generated in the same posi
tion in both languages: .

(42) a. *Mary kisses often John
b. Marie embrasse souvent Marie
c. Mary often kisses John

Pollock (1989) provides a new formulation of Emonds analysis, which attempts
to give a principled explanation of why all French verbs must raise to Infl, while only
some of them d9 so in English. Pollock proposes a more articulated Phrase Structure, .
where Infl is ~plit into two separate heads: Tense, heading its own projection TP, arid
Agreement, heading an AgrP, as illustrated in (43), where Specifier positions and
one-bar levels-are ignored for simplicity: . .

(43) TP

------------Tns AGRP
~

Agr VP
~

V

Verb-Raising to Infl consists now of two steps: first, movement of V to Agr, and
second, movement from Age to Tense. Pollock argues that it is the first step (V-Agr)
that distinguishes French and English, due to the different nature of Agr in these
languages. Pollock claims that there is a correlation between the strength of the

'-
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agreement and the 'ability of the verb to percolate its theta-grid through agreement
once V, to Agr movement has taken place. Thus, French agreement is strong enough
as· to ,allow the 'verb to -percolate its Theta-grid down to its trace, after the verb has
raised to Agr. That is, French agreement is transparent to theta marking. On the
contrary, English agreement is not strong enough as to allow percolation of the Theta
grid of the raised verb: it is opaque to theta marking. This makes it impossible for
any, Theta-grid bearing ·verb to raise to Agr, since by doing so it would fail to satisfy
the Theta Criterion. Only verbs that do not have theta-roles to discharge (have/be)
will be able to raise to Agr in English.

Whereas Theta Theory and the nature of Agr constrain Verb movement, Quanti
fication Theory makes it obligatory in tensed sentences. Pollock assumes that [+fin
ite] (i.e. [+/- Past]) tense is an operator. Like any other syntactic operator, then, it
must .bind a variable. What constitutes a variable for [+finite] tense is defined as in
(44):

(44) @ is a variable for [+/- Past] iff @ = [ve] bound by [+/- Past]

Unlike other syntactic operators, which bind a variable left by their own move
ment to an A:. position either at S-structure or at LF, Tense must bind a verbal varia
ble; that is, a trace left by Verb movement. Thus, for instance, whereas in Wh-move
ment it is the operator itself which creates its ;variable via .N movement, in the case
of Tense it, is movement of V to Infl that provides the relevant trace. Under Pollock's
analysis, Tense is strictly an S-structure operator. LF raising of Tense is therefore rul
ed out in this approach, since the relevant operator-trace configuration is already cre
ated by S-structure. This view of Tense as an operator, makes Verb-Raising obliga
tory, and thus it accounts for the obligatoriness of verb movement to Tense in
French. But, as Pollock notes, it seems to lead us to a dead end in the case of En
glish, where Theta Theory bars movement of V to Agr.

Given the universal status of Quantification Theory, Pollock argues that VG
leaves two ways out of this problem: either to get rid of the Agr entirely, or to allow
an auxiliary verb generated beyond the VP barrier' to count as a substitute for the
immovable main verb in the VP. English, argues Pollock, has taken the later option.
Thus, there is always an auxiliary verb higher than VP, which raises to Tense and
creates the variable this operator needs in order to satisfy Quantification Theory.

Overt auxiliaries in English do raise to Tense, creating the required Operator /
variable configuration (45a). When there is no auxiliary available, English resorts to
the 'dummy' verb do (45b):

(45) a. Mary wouldn't do that b. Mary didn't do that

Since this account of do insertion is not contingent on the occurrence of negation,
but rather on the presence of a [+finite] Tense, Pollo~k must assume ~hat in present
tense indicative sentences like the ones in (46): '

(46) a. Mary leaves b. Mary left
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(48)

There is a hidden auxiliary verb raising to Tense. Pollock claims that (46a, 46b)
are essentially identical to (47a, 47b) respectively:

(47) a. Mary does leave b. Mary did leave

Under Pollock's account, English has a non lexical counterpart of do (henceforth
@). This 'empty do' shares all properties of the phonologically realized one: it is gen
erated under Agr and it raises to Tense. Thus, the S-structure of (46b) is claimed to
be as in (48):

TP

--------------Mary T'
~

T[Agr[@]]l AGRP

--------------tl VP
~

At some point in the derivation, Tense and Agreement morphemes must hop on...;
to the lexical verb as in (49), in order to generate the morphological unit left:

(49) TP

---------------Mary 'T',

---------------tT[tAgr[@]]l AGRP

---------------tl VP

-----V[T[Agr]]

-Note that if this affix -hopping takes place at S-stmcture, it violat~s the. ECP, since
the traces left by Tense and Agr fail to be antecedent gov~rned. Pollock does no.t dis
cuss the level of representation at which this particular version of affix hopping
would take place.

A more serious problem arises from the fact that do and @, being identical in all
syntactic respects, alternate freely. We must then make sure that:

a) empty do (@) will independently be ruled out in negative environments;
b) lexical do in a non-negative (and non-emphatic) environments will also be in

dependently ruled out.
Let us consider the first case. Pollock claims that NegP, unlike AgrP, is an inher

ent barrier for movement. Hence, it needs to be L-marked by do. Given that @ is not
lexical, it cannot L-mark NegP once it has raised to Tense. A violation of the ECP
results.

Let us now look at the second- case. We want to rule out a sentence like (SOa),
where an overt do has been inserted in a simple declarative sentence. The derivation
of this sentence is illustrated in (50b):
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(50) a. *Mary did leave
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b. TP
~

M T'ary ~

T[Agr[DO]]1 AGRP
~-

t1 VP
~

leave

Quantification Theory is satisfied, in that Tense is binding a verbal variable left
by [Agr+do]. ECP is not violated, given that no barriers intervene between the ante
cedents and their traces.

Thus, there is no independent principle of the Grammar that will. rule this deriv
ation out, therefore Pollock's account predicts it to be grammatical.

1.3.2. Chomsky (1989).

Chomsky (1989) argues that do insertion is forced by the ECP and the principle
of Economy of Derivation (ED). This Principle states that there is a 'least effort; con
dition, by which UG principles apply, wherever possible, favoring the shortest deriv
ation, and that Language Particular devices are put to use only as a last resort. In
this respect, Chomsky argues, move alpha is a UG operation, and do support is a lan
guage particular device. Thus, do support will only take place whenever move alpha
is not enough to save a given D-structure. Based on this leading idea~ Chomsky pro
ceeds to reinterpret Pollock's analysis.

Chomsky (1989) follows Pollock in assuming that IP has an articulated struc
ture, where Agreement and Tense head separate projections. He argues that in affir
mative sentences like the ones illustrated in (46), the heads Tense and Agr lower on
to the verb at -.S-s,tructure. Subsequently, Agreement and the trace left by it are dele
ted at Logical Form, thus leaving the Agreement Projection empty. The trace left by
Tense; on the other hand, satisfies the Empty Category Principle by means of raising
of the -inflected verb to the head Tense, creating a configuration where the trace is
properly governed. This LF derivation is illustrated in (51):

(51) TP

-------------tT[V[~r]]1' e(=AGRP)-

-------------t1 VP
~

t1

In the case of negative sentences, Chomsky follows Pollock in assuming the exis
tence of a Negative Projection between AgrP and TP, headed by:not. Given this
structure, an attempt to proceed as in the declarative clause will induce an ECP viol
ation, Chomsky argues. Let us see why: if Tense and Agr lower to V at S-structure;
Agr deletes at LF, but Tense must raise all the way up to its original position in or
der to govern its own trace. This raising induces an ECP violation, because the head
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Neg prevents the intermediate trace left by the verb from being antecedent gover
ned, as shown in (52):

(52) *TP
~

V+AGR+T NEGP

I NE~=AGRP)
* /~
~I------tv VP

/

In order to salvage the derivation, Chomsky argues, English resorts to do inser
tion at S-structure. Do is inserted in the modal position27 and then raises to Tense.
This way, Tense, which is a bound morpheme in English, does not have to lower to
t~e lexical verb, and thus LF raising from V to Agr is no longer necessary. Conse
quently, the ECP violation is avoided.

Consider now the account given by Chomsky to explain do insertion in matrix in
terrogative sentences. Assume that a phonologically empty Q morpheme (basically
the same Q morpheme proposed originally by Katz & Postal 1964) sits in the head
Comp; lowering of Tns/Agr to V, as in affirmative sentences, would leave the inter
rogative morpheme unattached at S-structure, as shown in (53):

(53) *CP
~

Q~
tT AGRP
~

tAgr VP
~

V+AGR+T

Chomsky assumes there is an S-~tructure requirement that affixes be attached to
a base, which is violated in (53). This requirement is essentially that of Lasnik
(1981): "a morphological affix must be realized as a syntactic dependent at surface
structure."

The only way to resc~e the D-structure, Chomsky argues, is to resort to do inser
tion, as in (54)28:

(2') Chomsky does ,not make this position explicit in the phrase structure representation.
(28) Following Laka (1988) I will assume that the modal position where Chomsky claims that do is inser

ted is -a Modal Phrase, generated between TP and NegP. This assU.(Ilption makes correct predictions for En
glish. As for Spanish, see Laka 1991.
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(54)
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CP

-----------Q+T +do+AGR IP

-----------tT ModP.

-------------tdo AGRP

-----------tAgr VP
~

v

(55)

Notice, however, that it. is left unexplained why it is not possible to have a deri
vation like the one in (55), ·where the interrogative morpheme, parallel to the Tense
and Agr morphemes also lowers to the lexical verb:

CP

------------tQ IP

------------tT AGRP ,

------------tAgr VP

------V+AGR+T+Q

At the level of Logical Form, the verb would raise to Tns and Comp, parallel to
the derivation given in (51), thus satisfying the ECP. In fact, following the spirit of
the Principle of Economy of Derivation, a derivation like (55) is less costly than the
one in (54), because it resorts only to move alpha (lowering at S-structure and subse
quent raising at LF), and it does not involve any Language Particular device like do
insertion29

•

This very same question arises in the case of the account given to explain do sup
port induced by negation; in principle, no independent principle of Universal Gram
mar rules out a derivation like the one in (56), where Neg, along with Tense and
Agr, lowers to V:

(56) IP

------------tT NEGP

------------t neg AGRP

---------------tAgr VP

-------V+AGR+NEG+T

(29) I could be objected that, in an embedded clause, lowering of the morpheme Q would induce a viola
tion of the selectional restrictions of the matrix verb, which demands there to be a [+wh] element in the head
of the CP it selects. Although this fact could independently give a reason why Q cannot lower in these cases,
the question still stands for the case of matrix sen:tences, and, moreover, for the case of negation, which' is our
focus here.
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(57)

Once again~ subsequent raising of the inflected verb at 'LF would ensure govern
ment of the traces left at S-structure.

The question of why Neg cannot undergo a lowering movement as Tense be
comes even more interesting given the fact that, unlike French paj, Engish not does
undergo head movement at S-structure. Thus, it moves along with Inflection to the
head of Comp. One example of such a case is illustrated in the S-Structure represen
tation in (57):

CP
~

what C'
~

[did[n't]neg]T TP
~

you T',
~

tT NegP

------------t neg · VP
~

buy

That this movement takes place at S-structure is shown by data on Negative Pol
arity Items. As we have seen before (cf. section 1.2.6.), the only cases where a Neg
ative Polarity item in the Spec of IP may receive an interpretation under the scope of '
negation is precisely when negation moves to the head of Comp along with Inflec
tion, as illustrated by the.pair in (58):

(58) a. *anybody doesn't like him
*no(x) [x likes him]

b. who doesn't anybody like
what(y) [no(x) [ x likes y]]

A possible .account as to why negation cannot lower onto V at S-Structure could
be constructed based on the distinction between the phonologically free standing
form not and the phonologically dependant nJt clitic. That only the cliticized form
occurs when negation has moved to the head of Comp can be argued given the min
imal pair in (59):

(59 a. What doesn't Mary like b. *What does not Mary like

It is also true that not all inflected forms allow -the clitic form of the negative
marker, as illustrated by the following ungrammatical forms:

(60) a. * I amn't tired b. *You mayn't go

Given these facts, then, it could be argued that negation could not lower onto the
lexical verb because it would have to surface as the clitic nJt and this would yield ill-
formed outputs like *leftnJt, or *arrivedn't. -

However, this answer is not a sufficient one. Take a sentence whose main verb is
do. The clitic n't is allowed to occur attached to auxiliary do. Since the restrictions on
the clitic are not based on syntactic or semantic features but on morphophonological
ones, under which both instances of do are identical (they inflect identically, for ins-
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tance), nothing would prevent a sentence like (61) under the hypothesis we are con
sidering:

(61) *1 didn't a mistake

There are thus two main questions begged in the analysis:
(i)Why are negation and the Q morpheme incapable of lowering to V at S-struc

ture and be rescued by LF?
(ii)Why is it that movement of the verb at LF must skip negation?
The second question becomes even more forceful when we recall that negation in

English, unlike French pas does undergoe head movement at S-structure, as shown in
(57).

The first question raised concerns both the interrogative morpheme and nega
tion. In light of the 'data, it seems to be the case that there is a crucial difference bet
ween the head Tense and these two other heads, in that the former can lower at S...
structure but the latter two cannot. I want to relate this to the fact that both Wh
movement and Negative Polarity Licensing are S-structure operations in English.
Under the view that Wh-movement to the Specifier of CP provides the Wh-element
of the required clausal scope, it is reasonable to think of the interrogative morpheme
in the head of Comp as some sort of scopal element, signaling the scope of the ques
tion.

Given that Wh-movement in English takes place at S-structure, we can assume
that the morpheme in the head of Comp must signal its scope also at S-structure,
and that lowering of this morpheme would alter its scopal properties. Similarly, in
the case of negation, there is a correlation between the fact that Polarity items are
licensed by negation at S-structure, and the impossibility of lowering this head.

Both the interrogative morpheme and negation, then, have S....structure scopal
requirements that make them unable to lower at this level of repres.entation. In this
respect, these two heads behave like other adverbs (Cf. only), or like floating quanti
fiers, whose scope is also determined by their S-structure position.

Assuming this to be correct, the first objection to Chomsky.'s analysis can be ex
plained away. The reason why derivations like (55) and (56) are out is because they
alter the S-structure scope of the morpheme Q and negation.

Let us now turn to the second question. Even if negation cannot lower to .the
verb at S-structure, I have presented evidence that it undergoes head movement to·
Comp along with Tense. If this is the case, then, we must explain what is it that pre
vents a derivation like the following, where:

a) At S-structure, Tense lowers onto V, skipping Neg;
b) At LF, the inflected V raises to Agr and then to Neg, and then to Tense,
A derivation like this would give us a sentence like (62a), where the lexical verb

is inflected for tense and agreement, and negation is left in its place.
The LF representation of this derivation, where the inflected verb raises step by

step through each of the available heads, including Neg, is shown in (62b): -
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(62) a. Mary not left b. TP

---------tT[[V[T]]Neg]v NegP

----------tv e(=AGRP)

-----------tv VP
~

t v
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Let us consider this LF derivation in more detail. In the first step, the verb,
which has Tense attached to it, raises to the empty projection e, left by the deleted
Agr. From this place it can govern the trace left in the original position. In the next
step, [Vrr]] adjoins to Neg, and subsequently [[V]1~]Neg] adjoins to the trace left
by Tense. The trace left in the position of Neg is properly governed in this configu
ration. The question to be answered is whether the trace of Tense is governed in the
last step of (62).

In this last step we have a complex head, created by XO movement. This complex
head consists of three elements, and we want to know whether the deepest one
(tense), is able to govern its trace, to which the complex head is adjoined. The confi
guration is as follows:

(63) [[[[x] y ] z ] t ]

Where the whole structure is a head (XO), created by means of successive head
movement. Let us consider in detail how the government relations work in this con
figuration. The definition of Government is stated in (64):

(64) A governs B iff A c-commands B and there is no category C such that C
is a barrier between A and B. (Chomsky 1986).

As discussed by Baker (1987), the first requirement in the definition is met: a
head A adjoined.to a head Bc-commands all elements that y itselfc-commands30 • This
assumption is also made by Chomsky (1989), although no precise formulation of It
is provided.

In a configuration like (63); then, all elements c-command each other, thus x in
particular c-commands its trace t. Are there any barriers intervening between x and
its trace? No, unless the other two segments of the head (y and z) are taken to be bar
riers.

Chomsky (1989) assumes that one intervening segment in a complex head does
not constitute a barrier for government. That is, in (63), y is not a barrier for x and
similarly z is not a barrier for y, or t a barrier for z. Given that barrierhood inherit
ance applies only to maximal projections, we can conclude that there are no barriers
intervening between x and its trace.

(30) This result can be brought about in two 4i[ferent ways: either by assuming Aoun ~nd Sportiche's
(1983) definition of c-command in terms of maxim~ projections, as Baker (1987) does, or, alternatively, py
assuming wlth May (1985), Chomsky (1986), that adjJ,.Jrn:tion nodes do not (;ount for c-command relatiQQs.
Given that the head movements under discussion her~ in-yolve adjunction, aJ,1 elements in the head have the
same c-command domain.
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1.4. Do support as a consequence of the TCC.

I will now argue for an alternative account of do support that does not run into
the overgeneration problems faced by Pollock (1987) and Chomsky (1988). In this
account, do support is viewed as a direct consequence of the Tense C-command Con
dition.

I assume here Chomsky's (1989) analysis of affix hopping in English: Tense and
Agr lower to the lexical verb in affirmative sentences where no auxiliary verb is pres
ent, and subsequent raising at LF satisfies the ECP. In negative sentences, lowering
of Neg onto the verb is ruled out because the scope of Neg must not be altered at S-
structure, as argued in the previous section. '

The sentence we want to rule out is (62a), where Tense has lowered leaving Neg
behind. If we consider this sentence in the spirit of the TCC, it is inmediately ruled
out at S-structure since Neg, a functional head operating on the event, is no longer
C-commanded by Tense: '

(65) TP
~~

tT NegP

---------not VP
~

[V[T]]

Verb raising is not available in the grammar of English, and LF raising will not
rescue (65) because the requirement holds at S-structure. Therefore, the only way to
salvage the derivation is the insertion of do at S-structure, in order to maintain the
C-command relation.

By assuming the TCC to be the UG principle forcing do insertion, the correct set
of data are predicted and the problematic cases in Pollock (1987) and Chomsky
(1989) are explicitly ruled out. Further, the apparently unrelated effects induced by
negation in both English and Basque find a unified explanation, roqted in Universal
Grammar.

1.5. When tense is not there: infinitivals

The TCC is a requirement on Tense: It states that this syntactic category must c
command the inflectional heads that operate on the clause. It is this property of UG
that explains why in Basque the auxiliary fronts, and in English do is inserted when
negation is generated in Inflection. If it is the head Tense that is crucially involved
in these syntactic phenomena, we expect that clauses lacking Tense may not display
such phenomena. I will now argue that this prediction is indeed borne out. The rel
evant evidence is found in non-finite clauses.

Under the assumption that non-finite clauses lack Tense, we expect that no fron
ting will take place in Basque, and no do support in English, when negation is pres
ent in clauses lacking Tense.

Consider the following Basque infinitival sentences.
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(66) a. ez gezurrik esan b. mila bider agindu dizut [ez ardorik edateko]
no lies-part say thousand times ordered I-have-you no wine-part drink-to
'do not say lies' 'I have told you one thousand times not to drink wine'

Notice that the object of the infinitival clause intervenes now between the nega
tion ez and the infinitival esan in (66a) and edateko in (66b). Recall that no element
could intervene between the negative morpheme and the auxiliary in finite clauses.

The examples in (67) illustrate that it is not only the object that can intervene
between negation and the infitival verb: in (67a) we see a dative and the object, both
in between ez and esan. In (67b) we see a time adjunct igandean 'on Sunday' and the
object, placed between ez and the embedded infinitival edateko:

(67) a. ez umeari gezurrik esan
no kid-to lie-part say
'do not tell lies to the kid'

b. izekok eskatu dit [ez igandean ardorik edateko]
aunt asked has-me no sunday-on wine-prt drink-to
'auntie has asked me not to drink wine on Sunday'

Non-finite clauses are the only cases in Basque where the sentence negation
morpheme can surface unattached. Under the Tee hypothesis, why this is so is
trivially explained: there is no Tense head in the clause, and thus there is no require
ment to be met.

Note that this evidence shows that the effects induced by the Tee cannot be re
duced to a morphological requirement governing inflectional morphemes. Negation
could not be marked in as a bound morpheme in the lexicon. If that where the case,
it would have to cliticize onto some other elements in the examples in (66) and (67),
and it would not be able to occur as a free standing form. Its morphological status is
therefore not marked in the lexicon. Let us assume that Neg is marked for its XO
status. It is independent principles of VG, like the Tee, that determine whether
some other element will move to that XO position.

Now consider English non-finite clauses. Recall that the account of do-support
put forward here is crucially linked to the presence of Tense: because Tense must c- 
command negation at S-structure, it cannot lower onto V and it must 'remain in the
head of TP. The dumIJ?y verb do is inserted to support Tense. In an' infinitival clause,
however, do support will not 'take place because there is no Tense, and hence the
Tee does not apply in that clause. This expectation is indeed borne out: there is no
do-support in English infinitival clauses:

(68) a. I told you not to go b. Auntie asked me not to drink wine on Sundays_

Whatever the syntactic status of the infinitival maker to, it is clear. that it lacks
temporal specification (Zagona 1988). Thus, it is not a Tense head. This is why it
need not c-command the negative marker, as in (68).

Note that these examples are p~rallel to the ones in Basque: infinitival sentences
differ considerably from finite sentences in their syntactic behavior when" negated.
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The negative head appears to· be the same; the crucial difference is thus the presence
versus absence of Tense.

Note also that the notion of Tense that the TCC refers to is strictly syntactic, not
semantic. Thus, for instance, it is standardly assumed that imperative sentences lack
a Tense interpretation. However, natural languages display both tensed and untensed
commands, and whereas tensed imperatives must meet the TCC, untensed ones do
not.

Both English and Basque provide relevant evidence that confirms this claim.
Consider English first: imperatives in English behave exactly like any other tensed
sentence, in that the presence of negation induces do-support, as illustrated in (69)31

:

(69) a. come here b. *not come here c. do not come here

In embedded context, imperatives change into infinitivals in English. As a result,
they stop triggering do support, as the examples in (68) already illustrate.

Consider now the case of Basque: as shown in the examples in (67a) and (67b),
infinitivals can be used to convey commands. There is, however, a specific imperat
ive inflection, illustrated in (70):

(70) a. etor hadi hona
come do-you here
come here (you)

When these imperative forms are negated, they again behave lik.e indicative in
flected sentences: the inflected auxiliary must raise to the head Neg, otherwise the
result is ungramIl.?-atical:

(71) a. ez hadi etor-hona b. *ez etor hadi hona
no do-you come here
'do not come here'

This contrast between (67) and (71) can be easily explained in the same way the
English contrast is: imperative inflection involves a Tense head in the syntax, and
therefore these sentences are subject to the Tense-C-comma:nd Condition. This is
why inflected imperatives display the same phenomena that other tensed· sentences
do, whereas infinitival commands do not.

1.6. A corollary on the tense c-command condition: Hebrew

Under the assumption that the TeC holds universally, the prediction made is
that no language will allow a non c-commanded sentence negation in a tensed sen
tence. However, a non c-commanded negation could be allowed in a non-tensed sen
tence.

(31) As for imperatives that display a do in non negative forms, like (i) (i) do come here
I assume that they have an emphatic element, just like emphatic indicative sentences like (ii):

(ii) I did go there
I argue in chapter 2 that these cases are essentially identical to the negative case, except that the only

phonological content of the emphatic morpheme is stress, as in Chomsky (1957). Chomsky (p.c.) points ·out
that there is indeed a difference in meaning between imperatives like (i) and normal positive declaratives.
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A possible counterexample for the TCC, then, would be a language allowing a
structure like [Neg XP VII] in a tensed clause. Hebrew sentence negation appears to
be this case32

•

Hebrew has two different negation particles, eyn and 10, with the following distri
bution (examples from Ritter 1988):

(72) a. Eyn Dani yodea Ivrit c. *Lo Dani yada Ivrit
neg Danny knows Hebrew neg Danny knew Hebrew
'Danny doesn't know Hebrew' ('Danny didn't know Hebrew')

b. *Eyn Daniyada Ivrit d. Dani 10 yada Hebrew
neg Danny knew Hebrew Danny neg knew Hebrew
('Danny didn't know Hebrew') 'Danny didn't know Hebrew'

Example (72a) looks like a direct counterexample for the TCC. Interestingly,
though, the distribution of eyn and 10 is determined precisely by the presence versus
absence of Tns in the sentence.· The negatiye element eyn only occurs in infinitives,
gerunds and what are called 'benoni' verbs.

Berman (1978) distinguishes Hebrew verbs in terms of.the feature [Tense]: past
and future finite forms are [+Tense], infinitives and gerunds are [-Tense], and 'beno
ni' verbs are [0 Tense]. Doron (1984) and Rapoport (1987) claim that the functional
head (Infl.) of benoni verbs contains Agr but not Tns.

Under an· analysis along the lines of Pollock's work, where Agr and Tns are two
different heads, Ritter (1988) argues that eyn occupies the head Tns as in (73):

(73) TP
~

eyn AGRP'

------------DP AGR'

~
Therefore, the example in (72a) does not violate the TCC, since either there is no

Tense in the sentence, or eyn itself bears the Tense features of the clause. The case of
the negative element 10 is more similar to negation in English: it is an adjoined par
ticle c-commanded by Tense at S-structure, thus the ungrammaticality of (72c),
where it is not c-commanded by Tense, in violation of the TCC.

1.7. On LF raising ofNeg above Tense.

It is customary in the semantic literature to regard propositional operators like
negation as taking scope over the entire proposition at Logical Form. Hence, any neg
ative sentence like (74a) is represented at Logical Form in the form of (74b):

(74) a. Mary didn't leave b. no [Mary left]

Where the negative operator has scope over the whole clause. Under this assump
tion, it is rather surprising t~at there should exist a syntactic r~quirement like t~e

(32) The following Hebrew paradigm was provided by Betsy Ritter, who pointed out its relevance for the
Tee.
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Tense C-command Condition, "which requires not that Negation c-command Tense,
but; rather, that Tense c-command Negation.

It is not logically impossible that natural languages are such that syntax and
semantics simply do not conform to each other. Thus, it- could certainly be the case
that universal syntax must meet certain requirements that have absolutely no reflex
in the semantic component.

The evidence presented in this chapter in favor of the existence of a syntactic
requirement like the TCC is solely based on syntactic processes: it looks like some
deep rooted property of our language faculty is such that it requires the Tee to be
met. The kind of evidence and arguments presented are, I think, enough and self
contained, even if nothing in the semantics of Tense and propositional operators in
natural languages seem to bear' any relation to the properties of Tense and N eg as a
syntactic objects.

Nevertheless, a second alternative is certainly worth wondering about. It could
also be the case that a condition on the relative position of Tense and other
propositional operators at S-structure bears some tight relation to the way in which
they are mapped onto Logical Form.

It is well known that elements under the scope of negation that are focalized get
a contrastive focus reading (Jackendoff 1972):

(75) a. Mary didn't BUY a book yesterday, she STOLE it
b. Mary didn't buy A BOOK yesterday, she bought A HORSE

c. Mary didn't buy a book YESTERDAY, she bought it TODAY

In these sentences, what is negated is that constituent that is focalized, somehow.
Without entering into an analysis of this phenomenon (see Jackendoff 1972, Roche
mont 1978), I want to consider some implications for the traditional way of repres
enting negation in Logical Form.

Recall the semantic represerit~tion of a simple negative sentence like (74a), given
in (74b), which is repeated in (76):

(76) NO' [ PAST, Mary leave]

There is no reading of a 'simple negtive sentence where it is the Tense that" is foc
alized and as a consequence acquires a ~ontrastive focus reading. The 'sentence would
be like: ."

(77) Mary DIDN'T leave

And the reading that we are considering would be something like: "it is not in
the past that Mary left". But If something like (76) is the semantic representation of
(77), it is not clear why this reading is not available. ·Notice that there is nothing
implausible about this reading, and, further, that it is available in negative sentences
that do not involve the head ofNegP:

(78) a. Nobody HA-S a car"we HAD it
b._ No student BOUGHT a .book, they WILL buy it _
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The impossibility of contrastively focalizing Tense under Negation is rather: sur~

prising under the standard view of Negation as a 'propositional operator that. takes
scope over the entire proposition.

Let us consider an alternative that would predict the phenomena just considered.
Let us assume that the LF representation of a negative sentence like (74a) is (7:9): .

(79) PAST [NO [Mary leave]]

Here it is the Tense that has scope over the proposition, and·also over the negat
ive operator. The fact that one 'cannot make a negative sentence mean "It· is not in
the past that.. ~' now follows from standard considerations about the scop~ of nega
tion.

2. The ~ projection

2.1. Similarities between negation and affirmation.

d. Mary did leave

c. *Mary did leave

b. Mary didn't leave

(2) a. Mari joan da
Mary left has
'Mary has left'

b. Mari ez da joan
Mary not has left
'Mary hasn't left'

c. *Mari da joan
Mary has left
('Mary has left')

d. Mari da joan
Mary has left
'Mary has left'

Examples (la) and (2a) both illustrate declarative sentences from English and
Basque. The English sentence has a single inflected verb. The Basque sentence shows
a non inflected lexical verb followed by an inflected auxiliary.

(lb) and (2b) are negative sentences. The English sentence displays do support, and
the Basque sentence shows an alteration of the normal verb-auxiliary order given in
(2a).

Examples in (Ic) and (2c) show that it is not possible to have do-support in a
declarative sentence, in the case of English, and that it is not possible to fron.t the
auxiliary in a declarative sentence in Basque.

In examples (Id) and (2d) we can see that, in the case of an emphatically affirma
tive sentence, both languages resort to the same mechanism they used in the case of
sentence negation: do-support in English, and auxiliary fronting in Basque.

The particular strategies to which these two languages resort are very different in
nature: English resorts to lexical insertion (Udo-support"), whereas Basque appeals to
syntactic movement (fronting of the auxiliary). Nevertheless, the fact that the same
strategy is used both in negative and affirmative constructions 'and prohibited in

Consider the following two parallel paradigms, from English and Basque respec
tively:

(1) a. Mary left
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declarative sentences is' rather striking, even more so given that Basque and English
are typologically very ,different languages.

In the first part of this chapter, I will argue that the paradigm illustrated in (1)
and (2) is not a coincidenc.~. "l will follow' the idea put forward by Chomsky (1957)
that there is· a' morpheme Aft (for affirmation) which induces do-support in the, exact
same way in which negation does. I will adapt this idea to the current theoretical
framework and some recent proposals in the literature. In particular I argue here
that,-similarly to· the way in which the head Neg can head· its own functional projec
tion (Kitagawa 1986, Pollock 1989), there is' also a XO Aff, which projects anAffir
mation Phrase. These two hea~s (Neg and Aft) are further argued ·to belong in the
same syntactic category, which I will call ~1. Thus, both NegP and A.ffP are c.laimed
to be different instantiations ofa more abstract projection: the It Phrase.

If this view is correct, Negation is not a syntactic category of its own in natural
languages. Rather, that aspect of negation which is encoded by· (at least some) natur
allanguages as a functional head is an element of a broader syntactic category. Simil
arly, that aspect of emphatic affirmation that (at least some) natural languages build

, -- In-as- a functl()nalliead'-woiild- belong 'in -the same syntactIc category' as negaiion.- -... '--- -.. --

It should be kept in mind that this syntactic category that includes negation and
affirmation doesn't cover the topic of negation and affirmation or emphasis in natur
al languages. It is well know that negation is a pervasive phenomena, and that its
instantiations go beyond the case of sentence negation. Thus, in the following exam
ples,

(3) a. I didn't read any book b. I read no book

Only (3a) is an instance of sentence negation (NegP), although both examples
have roughly the same meaning. The second example presents a negated DP, and
thus it does not induce do support, for example, which is a clear symptom of the pre
sence of sentence negation. In assuming that (3a) and (3b) have different D-stmc
tures, I depart from Kl1ma (1964), who derives both from the same base struct~re.

Similarly, emphatic affirmation can be instantiated by means other. than the afthead,
as (4a) and (4b) illustrate: '

(4) a. I did read the book b. I 'read the book

As in the case of negation, I do not assume that these two sentences share ident
ical D-structures. Only some instances of emphatic affirmation involve the aff head.

2.2. Evidence from English.

The idea that (Ib) and (Id) are intimately related constructions is 3:n ol~ one wit
hin the generative tradition, although it has not prevailed in the literature'thereaf
ter. It waS first proposed by Chomsky (1957), who' argued that there existed in the
grammar of English a morpheme A, which was re,sponsible for emphatic'construc
tions like (Id):

. . .- -,

(1) The name '1: ~as suggested to me by Pesetsky~ ~d it suggest'the notion of Sp~h_ Aa (affirmatio~and
denial). ' .
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In treating ,the auxiliary verb phrase we left out of consider~ti9Qforms ·with.
the heavy stressed element do as in "John does come'~ ,.etc. :Supp~~~ w,~. set ,up!~
morpheme A of contrastive st~ess to· which the follow.ing morphpp.hpne~ic./mle

applies.

(45) ..V.. + A }E ..VJ' .. , where " indicates extra heavy stress.

We now set up a transformation TA that imposes th~ s~es'trUctural arialy
sis of strings as does Tnot, and adds A'to these' strings' in' 'eXac~ly the' position
where Tnot adds not or n't.'Then·just as Tnot yields' such sentences 'as'

(46) (i) John doesn't arrive (from John#S+ n't#arrive,by(40»
(ii) John can't arrive (from John#S+can+n't#arrive) , ,. '
(iii) John hasn't arrived (from John#S+havf+n't#en+arrive)

TA yields the corresponding sentences

(47) (i) John does arrive. (from John#S+A#arrive, by (40»
(ii) John can arrive (from ]ohn#S+can+A#arrive)
(iii) John has arrived (from]ohn#S+have+J\#en+arrive)

- ~ - - . --~ -

This TA is a transformation of 'affirmation' which affirms the sentences
"John arrives". "John can arrive", "John has arrivedJJ , etc, in exactly the same
way,as Tnot negates them. This is formally the simpleSt solution, and it" seems
intuit~vely correct as well." (Chomsky 1957: '65)

Chomsky (1957) makes a clear parallel ,between the two elements not and -the
stress morpheme A: one of them negates. the kernel sentence and the other one af
firms it. They are identical operations with opposite semantic values.

Klima (1964), later argued for a similar idea: the existence of an empty mor
pheme Emph, which had the same distrioutional characteristics as the morpheme
Neg and thus induced the same syntactic effects (i.e. do-support). The rule of Tense-at
tachrnent attached Tense to the immediately following verbal form; this verbal form
could either be a modal, and auxiliary verb or a lexical verb, as shown in (5):

(5) 11. Tense-attachment (Klima 1964: 256)

Tense

have

be

[sleep]v

will

have

be + Tense

sleep

The particle not was generated immediately after aux, ~hich did not include lex
ical verbs like sleep. When ,the ,aux consisted only of on~ element- (Tense), the pres
ence of not produced the string [Tense-not-V], which didn't satisfy the structural
description required by the rule in (5), thus blocking its application. Any unattached
Tense woUld then. trigger insertion ,of do as a'support. Thus Klima (1964), similarly to
Chomsky (1957), also postula~es the existe~ce of a particle whose only phonological
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content is stress~ However, there is no specific claim about whether these particles
arid not belong in the same syntactic category.

What follows here takes up Chomsky's (1957) original idea and reinterprets it
within the current framework; more specifically, in terms of X-bar Theory and head
movement.

I will assume with Chomsky (1957) that there is a positive Affmorpheme, which
is the counterpart of the negative head Neg.

What I will argue is that this positive morpheme Aff is a functional head, gener
ated below Tense and Modals in English, and that it projects a functional phrase
exactly like Neg does2

•

This is shown in (6a), which can be compared to a negative structure like (6b):

(6) a. TP
~

T AffP
~

Aff AP
~

A VP

b. TP
~

T NegP
~

Neg AP
~

A VP

Aff is an inflectional head, which has its own syntactic projection. Therefore, Aff
is subject to the Tense C-command Condition (TCe), in the same way Neg is.

As argued in the first chapter, in a configuration like the one in (6), the only way
in which English can satisfy the TCC when there is no auxiliary or modal in the sen
tence is py inserting a dummy do. This prevents the Tense morpheme from lowering
onto the 'Verb at S-structure, thus avoiding a violation of the TeC. Hence, the deriv
ation of (id) is identical to the derivation of (lb), as shown in (7):

(7) a. TP
~

M T'ary~

I T+do AffP
~

Aff AP
~

A VP
/

leave

b. TP
~

Mary T'
~

T+do NegP

------------Neg AP
~

A VP
/

leave

2.3. Evidence from Basque.

I will argue that the picture that arises in English also obtains in Basque, modulo
language particular differences. The emphatic construction in (Id) involves an Aff
head, which projects a Phrase, the same way Neg does. Similarly to Neg, the'Affhead
is initial instead of final, as illustrated in (8):

(2) Pollock (1,989) speculates in a footnote on the existence os an Ass(ertion) Phrase headed by an -'empha
tic do'. In sentences like (i) He did so faint the element so would be sitting in the Spec of this Assertion Phrase,.
In sentences like (ii) ,He didfaint the specifier of the phrase would be nulL '
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(8) a. AffP
~

Aff· IP
~

AP I
~

VP A
~

V

b. NegP
~

Neg JP
~

AP I
~

VP A
~

V

Given that the Affirmative Phrase is also generated above lP, it triggers raising of
Jnfl as the only way to satisfy the Tense C-command Condition. The derivation of
(Id) is illustrated in (9):

(9) AffP

-----------
IP
~
t r
k ~

AP ti
~

VP Vj+A

" joan
tj

Thus, the paradigms in (1) and (2) are explained in a uniform way, under the as
sumption that Negation and Affirmation are generated in the same projection both
in English and in Basque. Moreover, the behavior of these emphatic, constructions
provides further evidence for the Tense C-command Condition, and for the claim
that this UG requirement does not only apply to negation, but to other functional
heads as well.

2.4. Neg and Aff are in complementary distribution.

The two functional heads Neg and Aftare in complementary distribution, both in
English and in Basque. That this is the case for English is shown by the following
paradigm3

:

(10) a. I didn't, as Bill had thought, go to the store
b. I did, as Bill had thought, go to the store
c. *1 did not, as Biil had thought, go to the store

The examples in (10) are all cases of sentence negation; the parenthetical phrase
has been inserted between Infl and the verb in order to block constituent-negation
readings where negation is attached to the lexical verb and does not take scope over
'the sentence.

(') I am indebted to Michael Hegany and Chris Tancredi for pointing out these facts to me.
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(lOa) is a case of sentence negation, where there is no special stress placed on th~

auxiliary verb. (lOb) is an instance of the emphatic construction that involve~ th~

head Aff The example (lOc) has both toghether: the auxiliary verb is stres$ed and
followed by sentence negation. The sentence results in ungrammaticality.

A similar paradigm obtains in Basque. In Eastern Dialects (where the typ~ of p~~
itive declarative construction shown in (Id) is more frecuently used), there is a ~Qn~

truction that involves both affirmative fronting and negation (Laffite 1944)~ This
construction is illustrated in (11):

,.(11) Nik diot Mariari trikota ez eman
I have-to-Mary sweater-the not given
'I have not given the sweater to Mary'

If it is true that the affirmative construction involves an empty A/f morph~me
which is in complementary distribution with the morpheme Neg, then we e~,pect

that, similarly to the English examples in (10), the example in (11) involves €=gp.s
tituent negation of the verb eman 'give', and not sentence negation as in (2b).

Recall that sentence negation in Basque has S-structure scope over the entir~ lP
(cf. chapter 1). As a consequence of t~is fact, subject Negative Polarity Items ~fe

licensed by Neg in Basque (unlike in English, cf. section 1.2.3.). If the negatlV~

morpheme in (11) where an instance of sentence negation, we would expect it ~o

license subject Negative Polarity items'. However, this kind of negation is unable to
do so, as shown in (12):

(12) a. *Mariri dio inork trikota ez eman
" tf?~¥ary. has anybody sweater not given

, _,' ,,('l\IolJ~dy 'has given the sweater to Mary')
b'.'_' *:Nik- diot ,inori trikota ez eman

I' . ", have anybody-to swe~ter.not-given
('I-haven't given the sweate~ tQ-anybody'),

Negative Polarity Items in Basque are licensed in all verbal arguments, Bi~V~~

that Neg has S-structure scope over ~he whole Ip4
• Thus, the data in (12) s~~gfl§

the claim that the examples in (11) and (12) are cases of constituent negat~~fl" ~J;\q

the negative, m9rpheme is not ...heading., a N egP. '
Oyhar~abal (1984}'presents evidence that further distinguishes the con~~\PJ~!l~

negation case in (11) from a sentence negation case like (2b). Sentence nega~\Q" ~~n

take wider scope than a universal quantifier in subject position, but constitu~~tp.eg-
ation cannot. Consider the following pair: . -

(4) There are examples where it would look like the negation is licensing a Negpol:

(i) Nik diot deusik ez eman (ii) Nik diot inori ez eman
I have anything not given 1 have anybo~y-to not given
'I have given her/him nothing' 'I have given it to anyboydy'

But this illusion -disappears when we introduce some element between the Negpol and the n~gfl.tion, as
in (9). The ~eason why sentences like (i) and (ii) are good is because their structure is as in (iiia, b): ~

(iii) a. Nik diot pro [deusik ez] eman b. Nik diot [inod ez] pro eman
I have [not anything] given 1 have [not to anybody] given.
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(13)~. [NegP ez dirai [IP denak etorri ti]
. not-have all come
'All didn't come'

b'. [NegP denaki [Neg ez diraj [IP ti etorri tjl
all not-have come
'All didn't come'

Both (13a) and (13b) are instances of sentence negation: (13a) shows the auxiliary
having moved to Neg at S-structure, in order to satisfy the TCC. (13b) is identical
to (13a), except for the position of the subject: the subject denak is outside of lP, pre
sumably sitting in the specifier of the NegP. Both these sentences have as their most
salient (and for many speakers only) reading the equivalent to 'Not all came'.

Consider now (14), which is identical to (12) in all relevant respects:

(14) [AffP denakj dirai [IP tj [vpez etorri] ti ]
all have not-come
'All did not come'

The only available reading for this sentence is 'AII'of them where such that they
d.id~'t come', where negation does not take scope over the universal quantifier. This
further confirms the claim that the negative morpheme that occ'urs in emphatic sen
tences like (12) is not heading a Negative Phrase, and that it is not an instance of
sentence negations.

The contrast noted by Oyhar~abal (1984) for Basque also obtains in English: only
sentence negation can take wider scope over a subject universal quanfifier. Whereas
(15a) can be interpreted as' 'Not all of them went to the store', this. re~ding is not
available, in (15h). The only interpretation available in the case of (15b) is 'All of
them were s.uch that they didn't·;go to the store'.

·'(15) a. All of them didn't go to the store. b. All of them did not go to the store

Therefore, I ,conclude that Neg andAffare in complemet;ltary distriqution.

2.5. The ~ category and the :t,projection.

The material presented above strongly suggests that there is a deep syntactic sim-
. ilarity between Negation and Affirmation, which goes beyond the particulars of En
glish or Basque' Grammar. More specifically, the data discussed indicate that the
functional head Neg and the functional h~ad Aff have many prop~rties in common:
They head a. separate functional projecti()n, and this projection is generated in the
same position in the PhraSe Marker. Moreover, this position is subject to parametric
variation: below Tense,- as in E~glish, or above Tense, as in Basque.

Similar syntactic behavior and complementary distribution are quite reliable
symptoms when determining whether two given. items be~ong in the same syntactic

(5) Pesetsky (p~c.) points out a problem posed by the mere existence of what we are here calling cons
. timent negation. So far, nothing we know of prevents a sentence like (i): (i) Mary not left.' .

Where not is an instance of constituent negation. Note. further that nothing prevent's the following sen
tences either: (ii) that not [IP Mary left],.(iii) not [ep that Mary left early] worries me.
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category. Given that the heads Neg and All do exhibit both of these symptoms, we
can conclude that they are elements of a broader set, rather than categories of their
own.

I will conclude that both these heads belong in a more abstract category, which I
will call 1:. This category projects a Phrase, as schematized in (16):

(16) a. English

IP
~
I P'
~

fNegl , AP
LAffJ'~

A VP

b. Basque

I,p
~

~JA
AP I
/~

VP A

The claim made here is that natural languages do not have a separate syntactic
category for negation, but rather include this element in a broader, more abstract cat
egory. One other element of this category, as I have argued, is emphatic affirmation.

2.5.1. Elements in~.

Are there. more elements that belong in 1:? I will now argue that the answer to
this question is affirmative: there is at least one more element, both in English and
in Basque that belongs in this 1: category.

In English, the element to consider as a possible candidate for ~ is emphatic so.
Klima (1964) notes that

...with certain minor differences as to permissible environments, the roles for
describing the particle so duplicate those of not. Their placement in the finite
verb chain is the same and both occasion a supporting do in the same way. (Kli
ma 1964: 257)

This behavior of so is illustrated in the paradigm in (17), taken from Klima
(1964):

(17) a. The writers could so believe the boy
b. *The writers so believed the boy
c. The writers did so believe the boy

The meaning of this particle is tightly linked to negation and affirmation. Thus,
the context in which emphatic so is one where the speaker whishes to deny a denial,
as in the following interaction:

(18) A: Peter left early
B: Peter didn't leave early
C: Peter did so leave early

Where A, Band C stand for different speakers. The complementary distribution
between Neg, Alland so is again straightforwardly accounted for under the assump
tion that they head the same syntactic projection:
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(19) a. *The writers did so believe the boy
b. *The writers didn't so believe the boy

Also in Basque, there is one more candidate for the category It, which also invol
ves emphatic affirmation of the event: the particle ba6

• Ortiz de Urbina (1989) has
already pointed out a number of similarities between the negative particle ez and
this affirmative element ba, suggesting that the later may be subject to a treatment
along the lines of negation. Indeed, I will argue that the syntactic similarities derive
from the fact that both belong in the same category. Emphatic ba induces the left
wards movement of the auxiliary, like neg and affdo:

(20) a. Jon ez da etorri b. Jon ba da etorri
]on not has arrived Jon so has arrived
'Jon hasn't arrived' 'Jon has so arrived'

Similarly to English so, the contexts in which the use of this particle is felicitous
involves the denial of a denial, that is, a context like the one in (18). The particle ba
is described as an affirmative marker in the Grammar edited by the Academy of the
Basque Language, in opposition to ·the negative morpheme:

The first set of elements that are placed next to the inflected verb is constitu
ted by those that have to do with the truth value that the speaker attaches to the
utterance, in particular the particles ha and ez.

(Euskaltzaindia 1987: 488).

Both ha 'so' and ez 'not' are in ~omplementarydistribution; we .have already ar
gued that the empty affcannot coocur with neg neither in Basque or English. Given
the fact that the only phonological content of [Aff] is stress, arguments for comple
mentary distribution must be indirect, like the one presented above.

There is evidence in Basque showing that aff and ba are also in complementary
distribution. Consider the sentences in (21):

(21) a. Irune [Aff]da etorri
Irune [Aff]has arrived

b. Irone bada etorri,
Irune so-has arrived

There is a difference in interpretation between (21a) and (21b). In the case of the
empty affmorpheme, the emphatic affirmation is placed on the element in the spec
ifier of P, whereas in the case of ha, the emphatic affirmation remains on the inflec
ted verb. If it were possible to have both Uffl and ha in a single sentence, the output
would be something like 'MARY did read the book'. However, as noted in the Gram
mar of Euskaltzaindia (1987), the use of the particle ha precludes focalization of the
preceding, element. Under our proposal, this fact has a simple explanation: lA.t!], ba
and neg cannot coocur because they belong in the same category:

(6) As noted by many traditional grammarians, this particle is in fact a contracted bai ·yes'. It is also pos
sible to use the complete form bai instead of ba:

(i) Joo baida ecorri
Jon y~s-has arrived
Jon has so arrived'
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(22) a. Basque

LP--~'
~

~ lP,

English

IP---~P---L'
~

!

ITZIARLAKA

The pictqre that ar.ises from the discussion of both '~~que and .English-is hence
that has a very sharply determined semantic nature: Th@ type of elements that cOQS
titute the category L all relate to the truth value <;>f th@ sentence: they either revers~

the truth value (neg)"or they affirmit (aff), pr they deny that it is false (so, ba).
Alternatively, we (:~uld chara~terize the n~ture of in terms of the speaker's pr~

suppositions: Neg canc~ls an affirmative presuposition, AI!cancels a negative presup~

position, and solba cancels the c~ncelationof ap. affirmative presupposition. .

2.6. Negative' fronting in Romance.

'The phenomenon I want to consider now i~ illustrateq. jn (23):

(23) a. no vino nadie
not came aqybody
'Nobody carP.e'

b. nadie vinQ
nobody cam~

'Nobody came'

c. *vino nadie
. came anybody

('nobody' came')
d. padie no ving

nobody n~t carpe
'nobody didn't ~ome'

The paradigm in (23) illustrates "a very w~ll-known phenomenon in RomanE~, .
which- is not restricted to Spanish, from where the example~ ~re taken; this phenp~

menon is present also i~ St~p.dard It.alian, Catalan, Poqqgqe~e, and many other R~~
mance dialects. -

What is puzzling about ~he paradigm in (~3) is that the cQnstit~ent nadie seeIlls
to behave as if it had a doubl~ nature: in half of the cases (23a) and (23c), it behav~§

like a standard pol~rity item (cf. anybo(/y), iQ. ~hat if need$ pegation to be licensed. 10
the other half of the E:ases, hflwev~r, it behaves like a upiver$al negative quantifi~~

(cf. nobody), carrying a neg~tiv~ meaning of its Qwn.
There is a whole'set of el~meQts that p~have in this fashion:, nadie 'anybody', na

da, 'anything') 'a~ all', ,ning4n 'any', nt1t,lc4 'ever~, "nj 'either'... Given that most Qf_
them begin with 'n-', Iwilll~~fer-to this:'~~t of.el~rpents as "n-words7

•

(') Not all of them do, however. There set of elernents that behave like nadie in (15) also include apeTl{l~ "
'hardly', en modo alguno 'in any way' ~nd' en la vir!a 'in my life', as noted in Basque (1980). It should alSQ b~

noted that nada 'anything' and nadie ~~nypp.e' do not originate from negative words, but from- positive on~~~

Thus, nada has its- origin in Latin res 'f14tfl. ~born thing' ~ a phrase of very- frequent use that eventlliilly becam~ ~ ,
Polarity Item; similarly, nadie originates in (homines) nati 'born (men)' (c£ Coraminas 1954-57). - ' ",
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The paradoxical behavior illustrated in (23) h~ led some. authors to postulate the
existence of two series of n-words: On the one hand, there would be a nadiel' which
would be the equivalent of English anyone, a polarity ite.m with existential import
that must be licensed by some other element. On the other hand, the lexicon of these
Romance languages would have a second item, phonologically identical but quite
different in itS) meaning and syntactic behavior. This item, let us call it nadie2,
would be a universal negative quantifier like the English nobody.

Under this view, the question to be answered when faced with the paradigm in
(23) is how to determine the correct distribution of these two different lexical items.
Put it differently, the task of the person acquiring the language is to figure out when
to use each of the items. This task is by no means trivial in the case of Romance. For
example, nadie2 is not allowed to occur in certain environments where its English
equivalent is perfectly confortable, as shown in (24):

(24) a. I ate nothing b. *Comi nada

The double-,nadie hypothesis has been defended by Longohardi (1986) and Zan
nuttini (1989) in rather different analyses.

Here, I will defend the view that there is a singl~ set of n-words, and that they
are Negative Polarity i'terns, that is, existential quantifiers. Before proceeding with
the analysis, I will discuss the arguments put forward by the different defenders of
the double-nadie hypothesis, in order to establish the nature .of th~ n-words.

2.6.1. On the Nature of n-wordSD

Zannut~ini (1989) argues that there are two types of n-words; The first type oc
curs in interrogative environments, and it is an existential quantifiet~, equivalent to
English Nee;ative Polarity items ·(anybody). The second type occurs in 4eclarative en
vironments and it is a universal negative quantifier, equivalent to English nobody.

Hence, c~es of n-words in question or condi.tionals, where the itern~ are equiv
alent to English Polarities, are instances of the first type of n-words. (25) illustrates
some examples~

(25) a! !-la telefonato nessuno
'Has ~nybody phoned?'.

b. VQl~vasapere se nessuno ha telefonato
'She wanted to know whether anybody had phoned'
(from Zannuttini 1989)

On the other hand, examples like those in (23), Wh~f~ ~he environment is'declar
ative, are t~en to be instances of the secopq type pf n-word, th~t is, the universal
negative one. Thus, what ·Zannuttini claims i~ tpat there '-is a corr~lation between
interrog~tive environments and existential n-words in o~ hand, ancl declarative en
vironm~nts and universal negative n-words in, the other. This is scherpatized in (26):

(26) interrogative..,-, _ existential n-w9~d
(anybody)
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declarative _ universal negative

n-word (nobody)

The problems with this partition is that the wrong kind of n-word can occur in
the wrong kind of environ·ment. Thus, it is possible to have n-words with a universal
negative meaning in questions, and it is possible to have n-words with an existential
import in non-interrogative environments.

The first case is illustrated in (27)8:

(27) a. Me preguntaron si nadie sabfa la respuesta
'They asked me whether nobody knew the answee

b. quien derrib6 el nunca terminado puente de la Magdalena
'Who demolished the never finished bridge of Magdalena?'

According to Zannuttini's partition, the nadie and nunca present in (27a) and
(27b) respectively, should be of the existential kind. However, as can be deduced
from the glosses, the meaning of these two items in each of the examples' is not exis
tential, but universal negative. That is, they do not translate as English 'anybody' or
'ever', but rather, as English 'nobody' and 'never'.

It is also possible to have existential n-words in non-interrogative environments.
Consider (28):

(28) Pedro duda que venga nadie
'Peter doubts that anybody will come'

The embedded clause contains a n-word, which nevertheless is not a universal neg
ative, but an existential quantifier. That is, it is not equivalent to English nobody,
but to English anybody.

Given this evidence, we can conclude that even if there were two sets of n-words,
it would not be possible to distinguish them in terms of interrogative versus declara
tive contexts.

The data presented so far indicates that n-words behave like Negative Polarity
items in all environments except in one: only when they occur preverbally do they
seem to behave like "Universal Negative Quantifiers. "In fact, these items are licensed
in all environments where English Negative Polarity items are licensed: questions
(25a), (27a,b), conditionals (25b), and negative environments (23a,c), (28). They are
also licensed in comparatives, as shown in (29):

(29) MarIa canta mejor que ninguno de vosotros
'Mary sings better than any of you'

And in all other predicates that typically involve Polarity licensers, as discussed
at length in Bosque (1980). Some further examples are given in (30) (from Bosque
1980):

(8) Actually, (27a) is ambiguous. The preverbal n-word can be interpreted as 'anyboydy' or 'nobody'. This
ambiguity is explained in Laka 1991. Note that for the purposes of this argument, it is enough that (27a)
can have an interpretation like the one given in the translation.
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b. *Have you seen almost anybody?

(30) a. Antonio estaba en contra de ir a ninguna parte
'Anthony was against going anywhere'

b. Perdimos la esperanza de encontrar ninguna salida
'We lost hope of finding any way out'

We also find n-words inside DPs headed by a universal quantifier, a domain in
which NPIs are licensed in English (Ladusaw 1980):

(31) En esta reunion, rooo aquel que tenga nada que decir tendra ocasi6n de hablar
'In this meeting, everyone who has anything to say will have a chance to talk'

Zannuttini (1989) claims that the behavior of postverbal n-words in negative
sentences is that of a universal negative quantifiers. The central test presented in
support of this claim is the following: it is argued that Polarity items cannot be mod
ified by quasi 'almost', whereas negative quantifiers can. The contrast is illustrated
in (32) (from Zannuttini 1989):

(32) a. Quasi nessuno ha telefonato b. Non ha telefonato quasi nessuno
'Almost nobody has called' 'i\.lmost nob~dy called'

c. *Ha telefonato quasi nessuno?
('Has almost anybody called?')

The point of the paradigm is to show that, whereas the nessuno in the interroga
tive (32c) cannot be modified by almost, both nessunos in the negative sentences can
(32a), (32b).

However, the validity of this test becames less clear when we consider Polarity
Items licensed by negation. Thus, if we take cases with uncontroversial Polarity
Items in other languages, the results of this test are not the ones expected. Consider
for example English and Basque. Similarly to the Italian example in (32c), it is true
that Polarity items licensed in interrogative environments yield ungrammatical
results, as shown in (33):

(33) a. *Ikusi duzu ea inor?
seen have;you almost anybody

When the licenser is negation, however, the· results of modifying the NPI with
almost improve considerably, and the sentences are at most marginal. In fact, for
most speakers, in these negative environments the Polarity Items can be modified by
almost without inducing ungrammaticality, as (34) illustrates:

(34) a. Ez dut ea inor ikusi b. I haven't seen almost anybody
neg-have-I almost anybody seen

Given these results, the fact that (32b) is well formed does not prove that it is a
universal quantifier. What it shows is that, when licensed by negation, the behavior
of Polarity Items is different that when the licenser is some other element.

Further evidence in support of the claim that n-word items are Negative Polarity
Items is found when we examine their behavior after the preposition si~ ~Vl~t~~~~~. _I~ _
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English, Negative Polarities are licensed when they occur wit"hin PPs headed by
without (35):

(35) a. I have left without 'any money
b. Without anything to eat, the prisioners starved to death

On the other hand, negative quantifiers inside PPs headed by without induce a
double-negation reading9 (36): '

(36) a. I wanted to leave with nobody noticing, but I had to leave without no
body noticing

The behavior of n-words in this environment is parallel to NPls, and unlike univ
ersal negatives, as illustrated in10, (37):

(37) a. He salido sin dinero
'I have left without money'

b. Sin nada que corner, 10s prisioneros murieron de hambre
'Without anything to eat, the prisioners died of hunger'

Moreover, the behavior of n-words in this context is identical to all other NPls in
Spanish, even those that are not allowed in preverbal position, like un real Ca red
cent'. Thus, this NPI can occur posrverbally in a negative sentence, but it cannot be
placed preverbally without negation, as shown in (38)11:

(38) a. No tengo un real
'1 d'on't have a red cent'

b. *Un real tengo
('I don't have ared cent')

These NPls are licensed when they occur as complements of sin 'without':

(39) a. He salid~' sin un real
'I left without a penny'

(9) The example presents the usual difficulty displayed by cases of double- negation, but it factors out as
'with somebody noticing' after some effort.

CO) Zannuttini (1989) notes this fact in Italian and claims that senza 'without' is not subject to the nega
tive chain algorithm at play in Romance, whereby the semantic interpretation of several universal negatives
'factors out' the negative force of all negatives dominated by the one c-commanding lP, interpreting only
their quantificational force. This preposition always starts a new negative chain. There are two problems with
the 'negative chain' mechanism. The first one is that it predicts that a sentence like (i) should be a case of
double negation, like (ii) is, given that there are two negative elements c-commanding IP:

(i) nunca,nadie me ha tratado as! (ii) nadie no ha venido
'Nobody has ever treated me like that' 'Nobody hasnt't arrived'

Under Zannuttini's approach, sentence negation in these languages is c-commanding IP already at D
Structure. Both sentences are predicted to be cas~s of double negation, but only one of them is.

The second problem is that (iii) is predicted to be grammatical, since the negative sin is c-commanding
lP, and should thus create a negative chain that includes the postverbal nada:

(iii) *sin dinero he comprado nada
('Without money have I bought anything')

(ll) The only available reading for (28b) is 'I have a cent', where it is no longer a NPI.
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Therefore, it cannot be argued,that the semantic properties of sin in Romance are
differe'nt from the properties of Germanic without, in that'only the later allows NPls
as its complements. Both prepositions are licensers of NPls, and n-words behave ·like
NPIs when c-commanded by it.

I will therefore cOhclude that there is only one set of n~words in the lexicon of
Spanish, Catalan, Italian and Portuguese, and that these items are indeed Polarity
Items (and therefore existential quantifiers).

Hence, there is no special task that the language learner has to complete in figur
ing out the distribution of the n-words. Their distribution is the same as other Pol
arity items. in languages like English and Basque, and it doesn't involve any lan
guage particular strategy, but it conforms to whatever the universal requirements are
on Polarity, licensing: the set of possible licensers and the conditions under which
licensing is obtained (Ladusaw 1980, Linebarger 1987).

2.6.2. On the Preverbal Position of nadie ,;,words.

Mter having concluded that n-words are Polarity Items; the task now is to ac
count for the case in which these elements behave like. negative quantifiers. The en
vironment in which n-words do not conform to the standard 'behavior of Polarity
Items is the one illustrated in (23b,c), repeated here as (40a,b):

(40) a. nadie ha venido b. nadie no ha venido
'nobody has arrived' 'nobody hasn't arrived'

In (40a), n-word does not appear to be licensed at all, given the absence of any
overt negative marker. In (40b), the negative marker is present, but it induces ,dou
ble negation; the sentence then ,means that 'everybody has arrived'12.

The question to be addressed in what follows is what the'position of ri-word is in
(40a) and (40b). I will argue that this position is' not the Specifier of lP, hut rather
the specifier of a LP, generated. above IP.

.As discussed at the beginning of this section, there is a whole set of lexi~al items
that share the same properties that n-word has. Some of them are illustrated in (41):

(41) a. Marfa nunca viene, e. nada quiere Marfa
'Mary never comes' 'nothing loves Mary'

b. Marfa no viene nunca f. No quiere nada Marfa
Mary doesn't come ever Mary doesn't want anything

c. *Marfa viene nunca g.' *Quiere nada MarIa
(Mary comes ever) (Mary wants anything)

d. MarIa nunca no viene h. Nada no quiere Maria
Mary never doesn't come nothing doesn't 'want Mary

(12) It must be pointed out that whereas this is true for Spanish, Italian and Portuguese, it is Qot so for
Catalan. The equivalents of (15a) and (ISb) in standard Catalan are synonymous:

(i) ningu ha arribat (ii) ningu no ha arribat
'nobody has arrived' 'nob04y has arrived'

where the first choice is more common in spoken language (Llea 1978).
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The-examples in (41) show that the preverbal quantifier need not be the subject
.of the sentence. The first column illustrates cases where the preposed element is an
adjunct. The second column illustrates cases where the preposed element is the dir
ect object. One of the series has preverbal subjects and the other one has postverbal
subjects, and both orders of the subjects are possible13 •

Although the phenomenon at stake is not restricted to a particular syntactic cate
gory, and thus any argument or adjunct of the n-word set can occur preverbally, the
position is very restrictive with respect to the number of elements that can precede
the inflected verb, and with respect to the entonation attached to them.

As noted by Bosque (1980), only one n-word is allowed to occur preverbally14:

(42) a. *Nadie en ningun lugar juega b. *Nadie a nadie le dio dinero
('Nobody plays in any place') ('Nobody gave money to anybody')

c. *A nadie nadie le hace caso
('To nobody does anybody pay attention')

This restriction suggests that preverbal n-words are occupying a unique position,
which is available only to one consti~uene5. Typically, positions displaying this kind
of properties are Specifiers. Let us consider the two candidates that immediately
come to mind: Specifier of IP and Specifier of CP.

Let us consider [Spec, IP]. The position occupied by the n-word in front of Infl is
different from the subject position in a number of ways:

Unlike arguments sitting in the Spec of lP, n-\vords need" not agree with Inflec
tion, as shown in (26a), and (26e). Under a view of agreement that restricts it to a

(13) For a more detailed list of all elements that belong in this class see Lleo (1978) for Catalan and Bos
que (1980) for Spanish.

(14) There is one instance where all speakers agree that two nadie words can precede the inflected verb.
This case involves the elements nadie 'anybody' and nunca (evert:

(i) Nunca nadie afirmo tal cosa (ii) Nadie nunca afirmo tal cosa
(Never did anybody assert such a thing' (Noboby ever asserted such a thing'

These facts hold also for Italian, as noted by Zannuttini (1989):

(iii) Mai nessuno mi aveva pariato COS! (iv) Nessuno mai me aveva parlato cosi
'Never had anyone talked to me like thae 'Nobody had ever talked to me like thact

The fact that it is only the combination of these two items that makes possible the occurrence of two
elements before "the inflected verbs suggests that some kind of absorption (Lasnik & Saito 1984) is taking pla
ce in these cases.

(15) My judgments agree with those in Bosque (1980) as to the number of n-constitue~ts that can occur
preverbally, and thus I dont't accept sentences with more than one n-constituent precedes the verb, with the
only exception mention in the previous footnote. However, I have found speakers whose judgments vary with
respect to sentences that involve more than one nadie word preceding the verb~ I haven't found a consistent
characterization of what the restrictions on these cases are, and different speakers vary on this too, being more
or less restrictive in the number and/or nature of the preposed n-constituents. Nevertheless, even in the most
liberal cases, the entire string of n-constituents preceding the verb must be contained in a single intonational
phrase, with no break and 'emphatic stress.

(i) a ningun hijo m/o nadie le trata as! (ii) *a ningiln hijo mio, nadie le trata as!
'Nobody treats any son of mine like thae

,This would seem to indicate that the entire string is behaving as a single"constituent in the syntax, much
in the fashion of what have been referred to as (quantifier absorption' processes in Lasnik & Saito (1984).
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SPEC:-Head relation (Fukui & Speas 1986), if the preposed n-wordwere sitting in
[SPEC,IP] we would expect either that it would agree with Infl, or that the subject
would not.

Even under the view of Infl put forward by Pollock (1989), where this category
splits into two different projections Tense Phrase and Agreement Phia:se, the agree
ment facts are not automatically rendered irrelevant. Let us consider the possibil
ities:

Let us consider first a Phrase Structure like the' one proposed by Chomsky
(1989), where AgrP dominates TP, the possibility that the preposed element be sit
ting in the highest SPEC in the Inflectional system is automatically ruled out, given
the lack of agreement between the preposed constituent and Infl. Then-word could
not be sitting in [SPEC,TP] either, since this position would not be preverbar after
head movement raises Tense to Agr, as shown in (43):

t·1

(43) AgrP
~

Marfaj Agr'

---------Vk+Agr+Ti TP

------------nadai T'
~

VP
~.

t· V'
J~

ti tk

Let us consider a Phrase Structure like the one proposed in Pollock (1989); where
TP is generated above AgrP, and let us assume that subject agreement is realized by
movement of the argUment to [SPEC, AGRP], as proposed by Mahajan (1989) for
Hindi. Under this hypothesis, [SPEC,TP] is still available for movement. If we as
sume that in declarative sentences the subject moves there in order to satisfy the Ex
tended Projection Principle (Mahajan 1989), then we leave the possibility open for a
constituent other than the subject to move to [SPEC,TP] in order to satisfy that
Principle, similarly to the way in which the Ergative subject moves to [SPEC, TP]
in Hindi, whereas the argument showing agreement sits in [SPEC, AgrP] (Mahajan
1990).

Adverb placement suggests however that this hypothesis is not the correct one. If
subjects and preposed n-words were sitting in the same Specifier, we would expect
that elements that intervene between the subject and the inflected verb should be
able to intervene between the preposed n-word and the inflected verb. This predic
tion is not borne out. For instance, adverb placement dis.tinguishes the preposed n
word from a standard subject. Thus, adverbs that occur confortably between the sub
ject and the inflected verb are not possible between the preposed ,n-word and the in
flected verb, as shown in (44):
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b. la mujer [~pque [nunca canta]]
'the woman that never sings'

(44) a. Maria frecuentemente canta en la ducha
Mary often sings in the shower

b. *nadie frecuentemente canta en la ducha
nobody often sings in the shower

c. Nadie canta frecuentemente en la ducha
nobody sings often in the shower

(44a) shows the adverb frecuentemente interve.ning between the subject Maria and
the inflected verb. In (44b), we see that this is not possible when we have a preverbal
n-word.. _There is no semantic incompatibili·t:y between n-word and the adverb, as
shown in (44c), were both appear and the sentence is grammaticaL However, the ad
verb must occur after the preverbal n-word and the inflected verb. Assuming the ad
verb is in the same position both in (44a) and (44b), it must be the case that n-word
is placed in a position higher that Spec of lP, and. that the inflected verb has moved
upwards too. Therefore, we can conclude that the fronted n-word is not sitting in
the Spec of IPfTP.

The next possibility to consider is that n-words occur in [SPEC, CPl. This cannot
be -the case either, because fronted n-word words can always occur after overt com
plementizers, as in (45)16:

(45) a. creo [cpque [nadie ha venido]]
think-I that nobody has come
'1 think that nobody came'

The evidence presented so far indicates that the position at stake is higher than
[Spec, IP], but lower than [Spec, CPl. I will argue that n-wotds move to the Spec of
LP, and that this ~P is generated above IP in Spanish. Th·~s, when they occur pre
verbally,- it is to the Specifier of the ~ Phrase that n-words move to when preposed,
as illustrated in (46):

(46) [:EP nadie [:E' canta frecuentemente en la ducha]]

The P is headed by a phonologically empty negative morpheme, which liceQses
the polarity item via a Spec-head agreement relation:

(47) ~P

~
nadie L'
~

[neg] IP

(l6) We could assume that CP is a recursive projection, following an idea put forward by Chomsky (Class
lectures 1989). However, this would leave unexplained why it is that the complementizer cannot follow the
preposed word, that is, why is it the recursive CPs are 'ordered'. l~oreover, we would have to account for the
fact that whereas embedded CPs like que do not trigger I-to-C movement, embedded CPs like the one sup
porting nadie always do, as shown in (i):

(i) a. Creo que Juan canta siempre
'1 think that Juan always sings'

b. *Creo que nunca]uan canta
('I think never that]uan sings')
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2.6.3. Sources: Bosque's (1980) proposal.

The idea that preverbal a-words involve some non-overt negative morpheme is
not a new one. To my knowledge, it was first proposed by Basque (1980), in his ex
tensive and insightful word about negation in Spanish. The analysis presented here
is in fact similar to Basque's in various respects.

Basque (1980) also assumes that n-word words are always Polarity items that need
an affective licenser. In the preverbal instances, argues Basque, sentence negation no
'not' incorporates onto the n-word word (in the spirit of Klima 1964), thus yielding
the negative meaning.

Basque also assumes the old version of the VP internal hypothesis (McCawley
1970, Hudson 1973), and claims that the underlying word order in Spanish is VSO.
From this underlying order, a transformational operation places one constituent in
front of the verb.

Thus, preverbal subjects, ,questions and preverbal n-word elements are all hand
led in identical fashion17

• In the case of preverbal n-word words, the input for the rule
is a sentence like: '

(48) no tiene nadie hambre
'nobody is hungry'

To this sentenc~, a transformational rule applies, which Chomsky-adjoins the n-
word words to the initial position: '

(49) Nadie preposing (Bosque 1980)

X-NEG [s V-Y-POLARITY-W] -2
'I 2 34 5 6 7

1 5+2 34 0 6 7

This transformational rule is followed by Neg-deletion, which erases the negative
marker no18

•

The claim made here is that the relation of agreement that holds between the
empty head [Neg] and the polarity items sitting in the Specifier position licenses the
n-word word19• '

2.6.4 Negative Fronting and Emphatic Fronting.

In the discussion of the properties of the category ~ in the particular case of En
glish and Basque, it was stablished that there is a tight connection between negation
and emphatic affirmation. I have argued that n-word preposing in Romance involves

(17) Pesetsky (1989) has independently put forward a nearly identical proposal, which reduces Wh-move
ment and preverbal subjects to movement to the Specifier of IP.

(l8) Rizzi (1982) also assumes a similar account for n-words in Italian~ by means of incorporation of nega
tion onto the preverbal n-word.

(19) If a relation of agreement enables a licenser to license a polarity item, as claimed here, then the condi
tion on Polarity Item licensing starts looking more like government than strict c-command. Notice that al
lowing the licensing conditions to include SPEC-Head relations does not predict 'anybody didn't leave' to be
grammatical~ becaUse the Polarity Item is sitting in the SPEC of Infl or Tense, not in tpe SPEC ofNEGP.
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the projection LP. .Specifically, I have argued that certain Romance languages gen
erate a LP. ~bove IJ,J, much in the way Basque does. This LP is headed by an empty
negative "morphel1)e th~t license~ the NPI sitting in ~ts Specifier by means of a
SPEC-Head relation.~n turn, the negative head and its projection can only be licen
sed in the presence of an over n-word element in its Specifier. .

I will now prov:tq.e. evidence that this ~P projection can also be headed by an
empty affirmative morpheme, which similarly to the negative one also requires an
overt element in the Specifier of its projection in order to be licensed.

Contreras (1976), in his extensive study of word order in Spanish, notes Spanish
tends to place the rhematic constituent of the sentence in posrverbal position:

(50) Pedro viene MANANA

'Peter arrives TOMORROW'

Contreras calls this the typical rhematic order. However, he also points out that in
addition to this strategy, 'there is an emphatic order, which is the reverse of the nor
mal order'. In this later case, the rhematic constituent is placed immediately before
the inflected verb, as in (51):

(51) MANANA viene Pedro
'Peter arrives TOMORROW'

I will follow Contreras in assuming that the emphatic order in (51) is the conse
quence of a transformation20

; more specifically, I will claim that the preverbal em
phatic constituent in (51) has undergone move from its D-structure position to the
specifier of LP.

The idea that this type of emphatic construction involves movement to a presen
tential position has already been put forward by Torrego (1984). The following
example is taken from her (the postulated S-stmcture representation is not):

(52) [p Un viaje alas Canarias [~hizo [IpAntoriio este verano]]
'A trip to the Canary Islands Anthony made last summer'

Notice that this fronting differs from another type of fronting available in Ro
mance, which is usually referred to as 'left dislocation'. Contrary to left dislocation
cases, this fronting to P does J)ot allow clitic doubling:

(53) a. este vestido comprar{a yo si tuviera dinero
this dress buy would I if I had money
'I would- buy + this. dress + if I ,had'money'

eO) Contreras (1976) calls this transformation THEME POSTPOSING, and defines it as a,n optional rule. The
operation postposes all thematic constituents, leaving the rhematic one at the beginning of the string. There
is a condition added to the rule: THEME POSTPOSING is applicable only if the sentence is an assertion. Given
that this rule postposes all thematic constituents, there is no way to ensure that the inflected verb immedia
tely follow the rhematic element. In order to achieve this result, Contreras must add one more rule that places
the predicate immediately after the rhematic constituent. However, since it is also ungrammatical to have any
thematic element preceding the predicate, and given that the rule of theme postposing is optional, a further
condition is required which makes it obligatory to postpone all thematic arguments. As, Contreras himself
notes, though this condition would prohibit left dislocated thematic constituents, which are allowed to pro
cede the rheme.
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b. *este vestido 10 comprar{a yo si tuviera dinero
('1 would buy this dress If1 had money')

c. este vestido, yo 10 comprar{a si tuviera dinero

This preverbal focus position is also discussed by Bonet (1989). Bonetnotes only
one constituent is allowed in this position. The following are some of her examples:

(54) a. LES SABATES ha ficat a rarmari en Pere
'Pere has put THE SHOES in the closet'

b. A L'ARMARI ha ficat les sabates en Pere
'Pere has put the shoes IN THE CLOSET'

This preverbal focus position, like in Spanish, induces a verb-second effect:

(55) a. *Un viaje alas canarias Pedro hizo este verano
b. *Les sabates en Pere ha ficat a l'armari

And also in Catalan, this emphatic fronting is distinct from left dislocation:
Whereas left dislocation leaves a clitic behind (when the clitic is available), this
fronting does not allow cliticization:

(56) a. *LES SABATES les ha ficat a l'armari en Pere
b. *A L'ARMARI hi ha ficat ies sabates en Pere

2.7. Saying 'yes' and 'no'.

Given that the semantic values of the elements in the category L have so far
found involve affirmation and denial, it seems natural to look into the relation of the
syntactic projection LP on the one hand, and affirmative or negative replies to yes/no
questions on the other. I will argue that LP is involved in affirmative and negative
replies to yes/no questions. The evidence I present in support of these claims is
drawn from the three languages that are the main object of study in this work: Bas
que, English and Spanish.

To my knowledge, the syntax of yes/no answers has not been studied as a consis
tent topic within the generative syntax literature. It is often claimed in fact that there
is little or nothing to be found out from such an inquiry, and that only semantics or
pragmatics can find anything of interest to say about them21

•

In this section I would like to challenge this view, and show that there is some
thing to say about answers from the syntactic point of view: there are gramma:tical
and ungrammatical answers, and there is also parametric variation as to what a
grammatical answer is.

First, I will examine the situation in Basque. It will be shown that relating affir
~ative replies to the LP phrase provides not only an elegant account of the most ob-

e1
) The issue of whether there is anything that syntax can contribute to in the study of answers doesntt

even arise in most discussions I am familiar with (with the exception of Pope 1972). For instance: 'With what
I have said I do not want to suggest that the semantics of questions and answers is less important that the in
quiry into their pragmatic aspects. In fact, pragmatic presupposes semantics. A proper semantic account of
questions and answers is a prerequisite for a proper pragmatiC account: (Kiefer 1983: 6) Note that it must al
so be the case that pragmatic presupposes syntax, and that a proper syntactic account of questions and ans
wers is also a prerequisite for a proper pragmatic account.
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vious facts regarding yes/no answers, but it is also the key to a puzzling problem that
has so far resisted explanation, regarding sentences whose first overt element is an
inflected verb.

Second, I will consider some aspects of the structure of yes/no answers in English,
and discuss the meaning of yes and no, their syntactic nature, and the differences bet
ween yes/no on the one hand and [Aff]/not on the other. I will also present differences
between English, Spanish and Basque regarding yes/no answers, and provide an ac
count.

Finally, I will consider the case of Spanish., I will discuss the syntax ofsf and no in
relation to ~P, and I will argue that other elements like sf que and ya also belong in
this category.

2~7.1. Answering in Basque.

Under the assumption that direct answers to yes/no question always involve move
ment of Inflection to the head 1:, the behavior of inflected verbs in these environ
ments is accounted for straightforwardly in Basque. Recall once again that inflected
verbs are those where there has been movement ofV. to Infl, as in (57): .

(57) IP
~

VP I
\ dakiv T

V
t v

When the reply to a yes/no question involves an inflected verb, it must have the
particle ha (yes) attached if the answer is affirma~ive, or the particle ez (no) if the ans-
wer is negative, as the examples in,(58) illustrate: '

(58) a. (Bai,) ha dakit
Yes yes-it-know-I
'(Yes), I do know it'

b. (Ez,) ez dakit
No not-it-know-I
'(No,) I don'~ know it'

(58a) illustrates an affirmative answer: The uncontracted word bai 'yes' is option
ally present, and separated by a pause from the inflected verb22

• The verb has the; par
ticle ha attached to it. (58b) illustrates a negative answer: parallel to', the affirmative
case, there is a negative word ez 'no', optionally present, and"after a pause, the infiec-
ted verb with the negative particle attached. .

An answer without ~a or ez attac;hed to the inf1.ected verb yields sharp ungram
maticality. Thus, compare (58) to (59):

e2
) As mentioned in foo~note 8 in this chapter, the particle ba is a contraction of the word bai 'yes'. It is

possible to have a non-contracted form in slow and very emphatic speech, as 'in,

(i) baidakit!
yes-it-know-I
'Yes I know it!'

Conversely, eastern dialects use the contracted form ba also for the word 'yes' in isolation, and never use
the form bai: (ii) Ba, badakit
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(59) a. *Bai, dakit b. *Ez, dakit c. *dakit

Note that all the relevant information is present in the answers in (59): the pres
ence of the words bai 'yes' and ez 'no' already tells us that the answer is affirmative or
negative, and the inflected verb informs us of what it is that is affirmative or negative.
However, (59a) and (59b) are sharply ungrammatical, and so is the attempt of giving
and affirmative answer like (59c) were only the verb is present.

These data find a simple explanation under the :r,p hypothesis. Let us assume that
in answering yes or no, the :r,p phrase is projected, headed by whichever value the
answer has: affirmative (ha) or negative (ez)23. Given the Tense C-Cornmand Condi
tion, Tense must be c-commanding the head of:E at S-structure, and thus, in the case
of Basque, it must raise to that projection (Recall that :EP is generated above TP in
this language). The S-structure representations of (58a) and (58b) are illustrated in
(60):

(60) a. Bai [~P badakit [IP a]] b. Ez [I:P ez dakit [IP 0]]

Where a indicates that IP is deleted (following the notation in Wasow 1972).
This deletion, however, is not obligatory, and the rest of the sentence can also be part
of the answer. What is crucial is that representations like (61), where the inflected
verb stays in situ, and :r,p is not generated, are not an option:

(61) a. *[IP dakit [vP 0] b. *Bai, [IP pro dakit [v 0] c. *Ez, [IP pro dakit [v a]

Even if no IP deletion takes place, an affir~ative or negative answer that does not
involve movement to :r,p yields ungrammaticality. Thus, if one were to ask 'Do you
know English?', only a sentence with the particle ha or ez in attached to the inflected
verb would constitute a grammatical answer.

Recall that there are three different elements that can head :EP in Basque, as ar
gued in section 2.4.1.: One element is negation ez, another one is ba, and the third
one is the empty emphatic [Aff]. We have just shown that both ha and ez occur in af
firmative and negative questions respectively, but nothing has been said so far about
the third value of~: [Aff]. Let us consider this case.

There is a basic property of [Aff] that distinguishes it from the other two values
of :r, ba' and ez. Whereas ba and ez do not require that the specifiers of their projec
tions be filled by some element, [Aff] does require that its specifier be filled by some
constituent at S-structure. This follows from the fact that the only phonological con
tent of [Aff] is stress, since the-heavy stress -is placed in the element in the specifier of .
~P. Hence, as we saw at the beginning of this chapter cases were :EP is headed by
[Aff] always have some element in the specifier of that projection:

e:~) For a discussion of the status of the initial and optional bai and ez, see discussion below.
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(62) ~P-emakumeaj , ~'

------------Affdaj IP
~

t· l'J ______

AsP ti

~
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Thus, [Aff]. cannot, be heading the ~P when it is the inflection that is affirmed,
given that its emphatic value is transmitted to its specifier via agreement. Note that
this property of empty [Aff] is not particular to Basque; this head present· the same
properties in Spanish as well (cf. section 2.5., and later in this section).

2.7.1.1. A reswt regarding verb initial sentences.

This analysis of yes/no answers in terms of r,p leads us directly to a phenomenon
of Basque grammar that looks quite puzzling at first sight.

Consider the following sentences, all of which are unexpectedly ungrammatical:

(63) a. *proi dator emakumeai b. *[emakumeai [IP proi dator]
arrives woman-the woman-the arrives

('That woman arrives') ('The woman, she arrives')
c. *pro dator

arrives
('She arrives')

Basque is a pro-drop language that displays quite. a free word order. However, the
sentence in (63a), which shows a postverbal subject, is ungrammatical despite the
fact that pro is licensed in subject position. (63b) is ungrammatical too, although left
dislocations of subjects are normally allowed in Basque; and finally, (63c), where the
subject has been dropped, is also ungrammatical.

That the ungrammaticality of the sentences above is not due to some restriction
on pro-drop of subjects or some restriction on the verb etorri 'arrive' used in the

.example is shown by the following sentences in (64). They are all identical to (63)
except for the fact that there is an adverb preceding the inflected verb:

(64) a. berandu dator emakumea b. emakumea, berandu dator
late arrives woman-the woman-the late arrives
'The woman arrives late' 'That woman, she arrives late'

c. berandu dator
late arrives
cs/he arrives late'

What the examples in (64) show, when contrasted with (63), is that what makes
the sentences in (63) ungrammatical is not the placement of the subject. Rather, it
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seems that what is wrong about the paradigm in (63) is the fact that the first phono
logically overt element within IP is the inflected ~erb. In fact, it is the case that Bas
que rules out matrix sentences whose first overt element is an inflected verb or aux
iliary. A phonologically based approach to this phenomenon cannot provide a satis
factory answer, however, and this can be argued on the bases of two distinct pieces of
evidence. The first one concerns the behavior of embedded clauses. As an example, I
will consider relative clauses24

• Relative clauses in Basque precede the noun, as
shown in (65):

(65) [ti berandu datorren] emakumeai Irune'da
late arrives-that woman-the lrune is .

'the woman that arrives late is lrune'

In this environment, a bare inflected verb with rio ba or ez particle attached to it
results in a grammatical sentence, as (66) illustrates:

(66) [ti datorren] emakumea Irune da
arrives-that woman-the Irune is

'The woman that arrives is lrune'

CP
~

IP C
~

I' [datorren] jen
~. ,,',,--. ~ ,

VP I
~ I

V t·I J

t v

t·1

The inflected verb in (66) is in sentence initial position, both with respeCt to the
embedded and the matrix clause. The empty ,.categ.ory preceding it is now a trace
instead of pro; and inflected' verb has moved to C (cf. Chapter 1), as illustrated in
(67): '

(67)

The fact that the prohibition against inflected.;,verb-initial sentences discrimin
ates between different empty categories makes it very unlikely for it to be a restric
tion applying in the Phonetic Form component. On the contrary, I will argue that
this is a syntactic restriction involving S-structure and Logical Form.

It is well known that word order variations 'in pro-cl'rop languages are not seman
tically inert different 0Fders yield variatio.nswith. respect tg old and new informa
tion, what is known and what is new, the theme and the rheme of the sentence. Let

(24) ,The data I will present hold of relative clauses, indirect interrogatives, conditionals, and embedded
clauses where presumably some operator-movement has taken place. They do not hold of embedded clauses
that take the complementizer -(e)la (that', This later type of clause also behaves like matrix clauSes do with
regard to other syntactic phenomena, like negation. In Laka (1989) 1 present a somewhat preliminary discus
sion on the nature of this complementizer, which deserves further consideration.
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me thus assume th~~,for any given sente9ce~ there 1Ilust always be a constituent that
is interpreted as .the rheme:~, The only exception ~ould be atotally neutral sentences,
were no 'pro-drop is· invplved',·and' th~ arg·uments appear in their'D-structure order. It
seems uncontroversial to' claim thatp'ro cannot b~ rhematiz~d.

Now, if some' COt;lstltllent must· ~~, th@' rhe!ll~ of the set:lten(:~, and ifpro cannot be
the rheme ever, it follows'.-that:.in·a se'ntenc@.Uk~ (63a), repeat~d.again here,

. .,

(63) a. *[IP'[IP 'P.~~i da~or]',emakume.horiil'
. arrives. woman. that

('That woma.n arriv~s') :

either the inflec.ted vet:'b or, the postverbaJ sllbject mUSt be ·the rh~me of the sentence.
In southern RQmance, 1,pstvetbal, sub,jects ate focalizeq.· (Contretas 1976, Calabrese
1985, Bonet .1-989), asillustrated':iri-(68) for Spani~h,and·tatalan:

(68) a. viene Maria "b. ve la M4ria 'Mary arrives'

However, this focalization·'strategy is not available in !lasque. Even when heavily
stressed, postverbal"ele'ment,s' ind~clarativ~ t:l~yses cannot be interpreted ~ rhemes25

:

(69) *dator Mari "
.('Mary' arrive$'), '

" -'

, ,. ., ,. ',- - ' '

The fact that this,sent~J1ce.is~ngrammaticalin B~que ~ut gra.tll1l1atical in Sqp.~

hern Romance language~ ,further suppor"ts th~ igea that'.cQnstituents -in these l~p.~

guages are not rhematized by· attaching some kind.of inton~~ion to (hem, but rat4~r,
by placing them in soin'e ~pecifi~, syntactic confi.~urfltio.Q.~ 'an idea ,that underli~s
much work done .on; focus. il:l' p,~t~r~l laJ~lguage~ (<:f..,'Orti.;z q~ lJ.rb~na ,1989 and ref~~
rences therein). ' ,".':..,' " . .'

All rhem~tic cO'~stituent 'iri, ~~ql:lemust ,be preverbal '(Altube 1929, 'Ortiz de
Urbina 1989), apd' .there.is.1)o p()ssihility of ,rhematizipg. a .postverbal. constituent,
despite inton'ation 'or stress.. Given, this state ,of affalfs~ the only caJ;1didate for rheme
in, (63a) is. the itlflected .verb.. itself. However, for th~ iPilected verb' to be the rheme
of .the sentence, it mUst,be t4e ca:sethat it has mpy~d to .~, since·it is. in' this category
that the emph~tic elements .are generated:, as" discussed· in "pr~vious sections. Further:
more, in a sentence like' (63a) ~c(;>lild' notbe h~aded·hylAIf]' b~cause this value of~
requires an over~ element in its specifier at S-strtlcture, a§' 'discu§sed' in the previops
section. 'Thus, the·onlyva1-tie·()f~thatca..n"rhematiie infl(i§tiori ire'~a (or ez), 'whil:h
are not pr~se,nt.in·'(~3a)~ Therefore, no element of(63a) 'caqbe a theme, and the sep.~
tence is ill-fQrmed~' , , '. , .

.. 'In contrast .with theparad~g.h1·ip' (63), ·the sentenc~s it:t' (70), wh~re' the inflect~9

verb haS moved to.' ~~:.are,'gr~~afical:'

(70) a. badator·einakunie:hori
y~s~~riv~s -wotrian that
('Thatwqma,h 'airive/)

b. ,'e'makume hori, bwator :
w<?~an that yes~affives

. 'T'hClrt ·Wom,an;, s·.h~ 4rriv~l

c. badator
yes-arrives
'She arrivel

. ',- - '-. - . - - - ~

e~) I am using thewor~s.,.h~,afl:dfocus in~erchangeably.
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Thus, the prohibition against sentences whose first overt element is a bare inflec
ted element is accounted fbc, under the assumption that ~ is the position where the
emphatic elements are generated.

2.7.1.2. On Non...Synthetic Verbs: A Promissory Note,

Note that nothing h~ been said here about the behavior of non-synthetic or peri
phrastic verbs. These v@rbs present what appears to be a very different behavior. I
will present the basic <lata and what I believe are the issues to be addressed regar
ding this type of verb-lnflection complexes, but by no means will this be a solution,
since a complete answet: must necessarily go into core issues of the Grammar of Bas
que whose discussion requires a deeper exploration than what I can offer here.

Recall that periphrastic verbs are those that present two separate elements: the
lexical verb, inflected oply for aspect, and the auxiliary verb, which carries all the in
flectional morphology; flgreement' markers, tense, and modality. The structure of a
periphrastic verb doe,S not. involve raising of V to Infl. Rather, there is raising of V to
the head of AspP. This strqcture is illustrated in (71);

(71) IP

----------ernakumea I'
~

AsP I
~ da

VP A$p
I I
tj [etorr] ji

When replying to yes/~Q answers, th~ pattern foyp.d in periphrastic verbs par
~ially ~orrelates with the Qne already dis,ussed in the previous _section regarding
&~p.theticverbs. Hence, the options we are by now familiar with are shown in (72):

-("72) a. (Bai,) bada etorri b. (Ez~) ez da etorri
(Yes) yes-has arrived (N~P?) not-has arrived
'Yes, slhe has arrived' ~NQ) slhe hasn't arrived',

Tb~ S-structurereptesentations of (72a) and (72b) hence also involve ~Ps headed
hr ha and ez, as is illustrated in (73):

(73) a.. LP
/"-

':I: . IP'
badai /"'"

pro I'
- ~

AsP -I
~_ ti

'Letorr~ .
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However, there is one more option available in the case of an affirmative answer,
which is not possible.for synthetic verbs. This' third option is presented in (74):

(74) Bai, etorri da 'Yes, arrived has~

In correlation to this fact, it is also possible to have periphrastic verb sentence
initially, an option that results in ungrammaticality in the case of synthetic verbs
(recall section 4.5.1.1.). The complete paradigm, with synthetic and inflected forms,
is given below: -

(75) a. *dator b. *da etorri c. etorri da

(76)

(75a), as discussed in 4.5.1.1., is ungrammatical. -For the same reason, (75b) also
yields ungrammaticality. Recall that what rules out (75a) and (75b) is the fact· that
inflection cannot be the rheme of the sentence unless it is moved to a ~P headed by
ha (or ez). In contrast with these cases, (75c) is a grammatical sentence~ Crucially, the
verb is rhematized, that is, it ·has an emphatic reading. Under our assumptions, this
fact means that the verbal complex has moved to ~P.

I want to claim that in sentences like (75c) the ~P is involved, as expected. The
crucial difference between synthetic and periphrastic 'verbs is that the later have the
option of moving-to a ~P headed by the morpheme [Aff]. What I will argue is that
the S-structure representation of (75c) is (76):

~p

------------AspPj ~'

~~p
- ~

pro I~

~
AsP I

I
t·,

In this S-structure representation, ~p is headed by [Aff]; hence, some overt max
imal projection must occupy the specifier of sigma. This maximal projection is the
Aspect Phrase, which receives the stress from [Aff], thus being emphasized. In this
respect, then, the difference between synthetic and periphrastic verbs is not a deep
one, but a rather shallow one, involving the value [Aff] of L.

2.7.2. Answeringin.English.

In English also, we find evidence for the claim that yes/no replies involve the
category L. Affirmative and Negative replies in English are illustrated in (77)26:

(77) a. (Yes) we did b. (No) we didn't

e6
) In the case of affirmative replies, there exists also the option of using the declarative form of the sen

tence, as in (i): (i) a. Yes I read it
However, this type of answer diff~rs from the type in (11). Thus, for instance, there are two main restric

tions that apply to this kind of answer. First, deletion is not allowed for any constituent:
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Where ~P is headed by [Aff] in the first case and by Neg in the second one. Under
the hypothesis that ~P is involved in the representation of the sentences in (77), the
ungrammaticality of the following answers is straightforwardly accounted for:

(78) a. *we did yes b. *we did no

Consider (77a) again. It could be argued that this sentence involves VP deletion,
given that the content of the VP is recoverable from the content of the question.
Thus, the S-structure representation of (77a) would be as in (79), where no LP is in
volved:

(79) (yes) [IP we ti [vP did ( i ) ]

(I assume that Tense/Infl has lowered to V, hence the'trace in Infl) If the presence
of dummy do in these cases where due to a 'VP-copy' process, we should expect 'the
possibility of a parallel process in the case- of a negative reply: the sentence initial no
encodes the negativity of the sent~nce, and VP deletes leaving a dummy do as a copy.
However, this strategy is not available. Hence, a negative answer like (80) is un
grammatical:

(80) *No [IP we ti [vP did]

The results so far are -parallel to 'those we found in Basque (cf. examples in (59)).
And, thus, we can conclude that the affirmative answers in (77) have a very definite
S-structure representation; namely, the ones in (81a) an~ (81b):

t·1

IP
~

r
~

didnt'ti ~P

~
. VP

I
o

we

b.a.(81)

2.7.3. On the Meaning ofyes and no.

Let us consider the elements yes and no. I will argue that they are not generated in
:I:P, like [Aff], not, and so are. First, yes and no are not the" ones at play in emphatic' af
firmation or negation of sentences, as seen in previous sections.

(ii) Q. Did you find that book on the desk?
a. Yes, I found it there b. *Yes, I found it c. *Yes, I found -

Deletion is ruled out even in cases where the verb allows null object anaphora:

(iii) Q. Did you eat cake? a. *Yes I ate

Second, the presence ofyes is mandatory, unlike in (11a):

(iii) Q. Did you read that book? *(Yes) I read it

Although I have no account fO,r these two properties, they support the idea that non-emphatic declarative
sentences are not direct answers.like the ones in (11).
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If we consider their semantic status, it is clear that, as noted in Kiefer (1983),
their meaning cannot be 'it is the case that' for yes, or 'it is not the case' for no. Thus,
consider the examples in (82):

(82) Q. Do you sing? A. No, we sing

Where (82A) cannot mean 'it is not the case that we sing'. Similarly, in (83):

(83) Q.Doesn't Michael sing? A. Yes, he doesn't sing

Where (83A) cannot mean 'it is the case that he doesn't sing'. The answers (82A)
and (83A) are not devoid of meaning, however. Thus, (82A) is a fine reply to the
question in (84):

(84) Q. Do you play piano? A. No, we sing

And similarly, (83A) is a good answer in (85):

(85) Q. Is it true that Michael won't sing anymore?
A. Yes, he won't sing anymore

What these cases (from (82) to (85» show is that the words yes and no do not af
firm or negate the sentences that follow them, but, rather, they affirm or negate the
affirmative version of the question whose reply they are. Hence, in (82), the answer
is wrong because no there means 'we don't sing', and then it is followed by 'we sing',
resulting in a contradiction. Similarly, in (83), yes means that 'Michael sings', and
the following sentence being 'He doesn't sing', it again results in contradiction. How
ever, ansWers like the ones in (84) and (85) are good: (84A) is equivalent to 'we don't._
play piano, we sing' and (85) is equivalent to 'It is true; he won't sing anymore'27.

Further support for the claim that the meaning of yes and no is to confirm or deny
the truth of the declarative version of the question is found in examples like the ones
in (86) below.

Consider two questions that are identical except for the fact that one of them has
negation in it and the other one does not. The yes and no answers for both questions
have identical value:

(86) a. Is he hOD)e? b. Isn't he home?

Although question (86a) has a negative in it, and question (86b) does not, the
answers do not seem to pay any attention to this fact. In both cases yes goes for 'he is
home', and no' goes for 'he is not home'. This is so, because what yes and no are affir
ming or denying is the positive declarative version of the question: 'he is home'.

These facts also seem to indicate that in some sense, negative and affirmative
questions are very similar and that they differ from declarative affirmative or nega
tive sentences, which are semantically opposite~ In the cas'e of questions, the only
difference introduced by negation is a change in presuppositions.

The equivalents of yes and no both) in Basque and in Spanish are identical to the,
English ones in this r~spect. However; this is ~y no means a linguistic universal. Some

e7) Note that this sentence indicates 'that answers do not have access to embedded sentences, but only to
matrix ones, which is a further indication of the relevance of syntax in answer formation.
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languages have a different distribution of lexical items and meanings in the area of
yes/no answe'rs.. '.",', ,'," ,"" ',: ,,',," ,"

Consider for, instance Icel~ndic~8.Icelanqic h~ 'nega~ive'reply what is identical to'
English no. This word is nei, ,:arid' it is .used similarly to the ;English 'one. However,
there are two lexical items correspbnding to yes:',the.Y·are jd: and,ju~ What distinguis
hes these two lexical'items is that the former,is in' affirmative reply to an affirmative
question, whereas the second, one is an affirmative reply'to a negative question, as
illustrated in (87): ' .

(87) a. er hann heirna? ja / ,*jii
'is he home?' yes (he is)

, '

b. ethartn ekki heima? j'u /*j'a
'Is he not home?' yes (he is)

We can. thus conclude that in Icelandic, unlike in English, Basque and Spanish,
affirmative r~sponses'are sensitive to the presence of negation in,the questi~n asked.

2.7.4. On the Syn~axof English yes and no.

if the claim a~out the ~eaning of yes and no in English is correct, we can account
for examples of the sort of (-82) ~o (8-5). However, we do not obtain good results in
cases like (77). Let' us "see why. Suppose (77a) ,and (77b) were the replies to a question
like 'Did you buy this book?'. Now, (77a) does not ,mean 'we did buy the book, we
did', and (77b) does not mean 'we didn't buy the book, we didn't'. However, there
are some other significant differences between answers like (77) to answers like those.
in (84) and (85), which provide a solution to this problem.

If we'compare the behavior of yes and no in (84) and (85-) to ·cases like (77a) and
(77b), we notice that there are sharp differences in ihton'ation. Whereas in (77a, b)
these is no necessary pause between yes/no and the ~est of the. answer, in (84) and (85)
there is a sharp and oblig~tory pause. This contrast is .illustrated in (8):

(88) Q: Did you buy this book?
a. Yes we did-- . d. No;'we bought another one
b. No we didn~t. .- e. '*Yeswe, didn't like the other o'ne
c. Yes, we didn,'r like the other one f *No we bought another one .

Secondly, omission of yes/no in (773., b) or. (88a,' b) does' not'alter the answer,
which remains a ditect response of the question asked. On the contrary" omission of
yes/no in (84) and (85) or in (88c, d) introduces a- change: the answer now is not a
direct one. What is now left is identical to what we have when one replies 'It is still
winter' :to a question like 'Don't you thing this is a rather cold day?'. That is, the
answer has nothing to do with the question, as far as" the' syntaX ·goes29

•

I claim'that all these divergences have a common cause. Whereas in answers like
(77a, b) and (88a, b) yes al1d no are part of the same sentence as the rest of the answer

(28) I am indebted to W. O'Neilfor bringing these facts to my a:tte'n't!oti. .
(l9)'From the obse~ation that yes cannot mean 'it is not the cas~ that' anq that no cannot mean 'it is the

case that' (cf. ,above in the text), Kiefer (1983) concludes 'that yes and no. cannot be considered to be reduced
(elliptical) direct answers' (Kiefer "1983: 4). I do not see how the conclusion tollo~s from the' observation,
since it is logically possible (and empirically correct, if the description of the meaning of yes and no sketched
in the text is correct) that there be another meaning of yes and no"by which these items directly refer to the
question they are direct answerst?. ,' '
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I did or I didn't respectively, yes and no in (84), (85) and (88c d) are not part of the same
sentence as the rest of the answer. More specifically,. in cases like (88a, b) the position
of yes and no is the head of CP, right above lP, as in (89):

(89) CP CP
~ ~

yes JP no ' I
~ ~

we I' we I'
~ ~

didMf ~P didntt LP
'~ ~

t VP t VP
I I
0 0

There is independent evid·ence in support of this claim.. For instance, the el
ements yes and no cannot occur in questions, with or without do-support, and regard
lees whether they are echo questions or not:

(90) a. *Did yes you sing that song?
b. *Yes you sang that song?

c. *Did no you sing that song
d. *No you sang that song?

Secondly, they occur in complementary distribution with other complemen
tizers30

:

(91) a. *She said that yes we could sing b. *She said that no we couldn't sing

Interestingly enough, other languages diverge on this complementary distribu
tion of yes and no type words and complementizers. Thus for instance, Spanish pat~

terns differently in this respect," in that it allows cooccurrence of the affirmative si or
the negative no, used in answers, and on overt complementizer, as shown in (92):

(92) a. pro ha dicho [que ~lpodemos cantar]
b. pro ha dicho [que ~o pOclemos canrar]

Moreover, compare th~ sentences in (93):

(93) a. She 'has said yes
b. She has said no
c. *She has said that yes
d. *She has said that no

e. Ella ha dicho sf
f. Ella ha dlcho no
g.Ella ha dicho que 'sf
h. Ella ha dicho que no

I will later argue that this difference follows from the fact that Spanish sf and no
are not generated in C, but' in ~. 'Note that in Spanish sf and no are used in emphatic
affirmation and sentence negation., the values of ~P.

(30) The examples in (91) must be distinguished from cases where yes and no are used parenthetically) as in
(i): (i) he said that, yes, he had seen her cry.

In these cases there seems to be a real CP recursion:

(ii) dijo que sf, que la habfa visto Horar (iii) esan zuen baietz, negar egiten ikusi zuela
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It is interesting to note that in certain contexts, which seem to fall under the
generalization of propositional attitude predicates, we find elements of It as ·com-
plements of the verb. Consider for example (94):' "

(94) a. I hope so/not g. *1 hope yes/no
b. I guess so/not h. *1 guess yes/no
c. 1 imagin~ so/not i. *1 imagine yes/no
d. I suppose so/not j. *1 suppose yes/no
e. 1 thing so/not k. *1 thing yes/no
f. I believe so/not 1. *1 believe yes/no

But even in these c~es, so and not cannot coocur with an overt complementizer:

(95) a. *1 hope that so/not b. *1 suppose that so/not

Going back to English yes and no, 1 have argued above that their seman~ic con
tent is to affirm or deny the positive declarative version of the question~ This means
that these words do not qualify of modify the event of the IP they dominate, but,
rather, they are connected to the question. Therefore, these heads are not subject to
the Tense C-Command Condition, and thus Tense need not raise to C-command
them at S-Structure.

That yes and no are related to the question asked, more that to the replies that
may follow, is further confirmed by the fact that these elements are only licensed as a
reply to a question. Thus, they cannot be generated in an empty CP in order to em
phasize the sentence, or to negate it, as illustra~ed by the examples in (96), where (a)
and (d) contrast with the ungrammatical (b), (c), (e) and (f):

(96) a. Unlike penguins, seagulls" do fly
b. *unlike penguins, seagtills yes fly
c. *Unlike penguins, yes seagulls (do) fly
d. Unlike seagulls, penguins do not fly
e. *Unlike seagulls, penguins no (do) fly
f. *Unlike seagulls, no penguins (do) fly31

In this respect, yes and no are very much like complementizers of embedded sen
tences. Complementizers like that, whether, etc... are not subject to the TCC either,
because they do not modify the event of the clause they head, but rather, they esta
blish a connection between "the main clause and the embedded one. They are also sel
ected by the matrix verb, in a way similar to which the elements yes and no have to
be licensed by a question.

1 havent't yet explained what the structure of answers like (84), (8S) and (88c, d)
is, although I have already say that the yes and no present in them does not belong in
the same sentence as the rest of the answer. Let me make that statement more pre
cise. I have established that yes and no are heading a CP, and that they affirm or deny
the positive declarative version of the question they are answers to. Note further,
that the IP these elements dominate can b~ optionally deleted:

(31
) Ignore the reading where no is part of the subject DP, as in:

(i) a. Unlike [most seagulls], [no penguins] like warms
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(97) Q: Did you buy me a present? a. [cp Yes [IP 0] b. [cp No [IP 0]

I would like to claim that in the examples in (84), (85) and (88c, d), there are in
deed two sentences juxtaposed. One of them is headed by yes or no, and has the S
structure representation in (97), and the other one is the sentence that follows. In
this sense, the "answers we are now considering would be parallel to other instances
of juxtapositions, like:

(98) a. I like Irune, she is terrific
b. I am going to the movies, tomorrow I have to work hard

In these cases, the only connection betw~en the two sentences is that the second
one is some kind of amplification of the first one. This is 'exactly the relation bet
ween the yes or no sentence and· the one" that follows' after the pause in the examples
we are considering. This becomes more.apparent when we do not delete the entire IP
as in (97), but only th~ VP, ~eaving the Phrase Marker down to LP overt. Consider
the following:

(99) Q: Do you play piano? a. 'No, I sing b. No I don't, I sing

(99a) and (99b) are identical in meaning, because the only difference is whether the
first sentence has IP deleted or VP deleted. However, if we attempt to do the same
with an answer that involves only one sentence, the result if ill formed:

(100) Q: Do you play'piano? a. Yes we do b. *Yes we do we do

The contrast between (99p) and (lOOb) is thus due to the fact that no in (99) is
heading a CP which .is not part of th.e sentence 'I sing'. In (100) however, there is
only one sentence. The corresponding structure are given in (101):

(101) a. [cp no [IP 0] II [IP we sing]
b. [cp no [IP we dont't [LP t [vp 0 ]]]] II [IP we sing]
c. [cp yes [IP I dOAff [LP t [vp 0]]]]

Where (lOla) corresponds to (99a), (lOlb) to (99b) and· (lOlc) to (100a), and the
notation II represents separate sentences, yuxtaposed. Note in passim that it is never
obligatory to delete any constituent. Thus, the VP could also be overt in (101),
which would result in the following ~enterices:

(102) a. No we don:'t pla~ the:piart~ "b. Yes we do play the piano

2.7.5. Answering in Spa$iish.

Let us now conside'r ho~ .affir~ative and negative 'answers to yes/no questions be
ha~e in Spanish. As we·woul4 expect. given th~ data ftom Basque and English, in
Spanish ,also there are iriterestIng' rest:'ric~i6ri.s as to what can constitute an answer.
The first paradigm to conside~ is the 0t:J.~·i~ (i03):

(103) Q:Lefste ellibro .que.retraje?
'Did you read the book I.brought you?'

a. (sf), sf 10 lef " b~ *10 lef c. Sf
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(107)

- The answers in (103) illuStrate two uses of sf: in one case, sf is separated from the
rest of the answer by a pause; it can be followed by the second type of sf (193a),
which is in turn followed by the inflected verb. The second type ofsf occurs attached
to the verb, forming a single intonation constituent (103a). As (103b) illustrates, the
bare inflected verb results in ungrammaticality. Finally, there is the possibility of
replying with a bare sf. We will later discuss what type of-sf this is.

In contrast, the paradigm of possible negative questions diverges from the one in
(103). Consider the examples in (104):

(104) Q: lefste ellibro que te traje?
'Did you read the book that I gave you?

a. (no),- no 10 lei b.*no, 10 le! c. no

Similarly to English, a negative answer like (104b) is ·ungrammaticaP2, (and so is
an answer with the bare inflected verb).. Parallel to the sf series, there are two uses of
no as well: the first one is, illustrated in (104a), and it is followed by a pause. The
second one is attached to the verb and belongs inthe·same intonation unit as the in
flected verb. '

It is also possible to reply with a single'n,o', whose nature will be discussed below.
Let us 'consider some differences between' the two types of sf. Observe first that

whereas one of them does not require adjacency with the inflected verb (much like
English yes), the other one does (much like Basque ha).

. Since it is intonation what distinguishes the two kinds of sts I will represent the
first type always followed by a comma, and the second one without a comma, indic
ating that it must be said with no pause at all. The contrast between both types of
sfwith respect to a<;ljacency to the inflected verb is illustrated in (105):

(105) Q:Llovi6 ayer? 'Did it rain yesterday?)
a. Si, ayer sf Ilovi6 b. Sf, ayer 1l0vi6 c. *S{ ayer Ilovi6 d. Sfllovi6 ayer

The same is true for the series of no)s, as shown' in (106) (I follow the same con
vention of distinguishing them with commas):

(106) a. No, ayer no llovi6 b. *No ayer Ilovi6 c. No 1l0vi6 ayer

Let us assume that the sf and no that are attached' to' the inflected verb are gener
ated in ~P, above lP, like ha and ez in Basque, and -like the [Neg] and [Aff] of section
2.4.. .

The S-structure representations of the sentences involving these elements are
shown in (107): "

~p -

[~J llovi6

ti VP
(32) Ignore readings like the following:

(i) Q: Te aburri6 e1libro que te traje? a. No, 10 let de cabo a rabo
'Did the book that I brought you bore you?' 'No, 1 read it beginning to end'

For a discussion of these type of answers, see the preceding section.
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Zagona (1988) presents evidence that no and Infl in Spanish are amalgamated in a
single XO by S-structure. In this respect, Spanish no is unlike French pas but' like
French ne.

Zannuttini (1989) argues that no in Southern Romance is generated above IP. In
earlier work, Bosque (1980) proposed that negation in Spanish was generated in a
position dominating S. I will follow the idea that no is higher than lP, and imple
ment it by claiming that it is one of the options in }2, together with si 1:, [Neg] and
[~. .

The fact that si and no are generated in the head of1: in Spanish contrast with the
nature of yes and no in English, which are generated in Comp, as argued in the pre
vious section. This explains the following contrasts between the two languages:

(108) a. pro creo [Cp que [:EP sf/no]] b. *1 thing [cp that [Cp yes/no]]

This contrast is accounted for under the assumption that yes and no belong in the
COMP category in English, whereas in Spanish, si and no belong in a different cat
egory, which is L. Note that the contrast illustrated in (108) could hardly be accoun
ted for under the assumption that yes, sf, English no and Spanish no are some kind of
adjuncts or ad~erbs.
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